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Abstract

This report focuses on the desk-top use of microcomputers in business by managers and professionals.
It shows that most Foundation member organisations
are planning to install substantial numbers of these
devices in the next two years or so. Initially, most of
them will be used as stand-alone devices, most commonly by using spreadsheet packages for a wide
variety of applications, many of which go beyond
budgeting and financial forecasting. But plans are
being laid also to interlink them, and to link them to
corporate data processing systems.
The report is not a technical document. It concentrates on the management issues associated with
introducing substantial numbers of business microcomputersinto large organisations. It is aimed primarily at the executives responsible for defining an
organisation s information technology strategy, particularly the business microcomputing elements.

Research Method

The report was researched and written by David
Seabrook, a senior consultant with Butler Cox with
extensive experience of applying systems technology
in commercial applications. He has been involved in
supervising the development of many Foundation
Reports, covering most aspects of information technology.
In preparing for this report, David Seabrook drew on
the accumulated experience and expertise of other
Butler Cox consultants who have recent experience
of assignmentsin the area of microcomputers, desktop computing and end-user computing. Substantial
contributions were made by Charles Chang, a principal consultant with Butler Cox who specialises in
the strategic planning of information systems and
end-user computing, and by DavidFlint, a senior consultant with Butler Cox who specialises in office automation and telecommunications. He is a leading
figure in the field of local networks, and has contributed to several previous Foundation Reports.
The research for this report was carried out during
the second quarter of 1984. It took the form of faceto-face discussions with executives in large organisations (many of which were Foundation members)
in France, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United
Kingdom. The experiences of a representative sample of these organisations are included as case histories in the appendix. We would like to record our
thanks to the organisations that participated in the
research and allowed their experiences to be published.
Wehave also drawn extensively on business microcomputing experiences in the United States, working from the massof published material on this subject. Whilst this input has provided insights (mainly
because products are available earlier in that country), we have concluded that business microcomputing is better coordinated in Europe than it is in the
United States.
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REPORT SYNOPSIS
Business microcomputing is a subset of end-user

computing. It is growing rapidly, and organisations
face serious problemsin planning for this growth and
in integrating microcomputing with corporate mainstream data processing systems. The introduction
and growth of personal computing will also bring
basic changes to the pattern of office automation
and procedures; today s business microcomputer
will become tomorrow's integrated management
workstation. This report has two broad objectives:
to explain what is happeningin this field, and to suggest how management should respond.
The market performance of such machines as the
Apple Macintosh and the IBM PC underlines the
amazing growth of personal computing in business.
At present such computing may accountfor only 5
to 10 per cent of an organisation s total data
processing costs; by 1991, our research indicates,
this could approach 50 per cent.
At present the business microcomputing scene
reflects the dominance of the IBM PC as the
preferred choice for the majority of large organisations, and the high popularity of spreadsheet applications. A familiar evolution has been from the
Apple/VisiCalc combination to the IBM PC with Lotus

1-2-3.

The introduction of business microcomputers into
large organisations is generally being driven by the
users themselves, who tend to be junior or middle
managers and professionals. Most users begin by
applying their machines to familiar tasks; later the
so-called 18-month effect appears and new applications proliferate. Most of the applications
represent new computing work; they do not replace
or supplement mainstream data processing. And
manyof the perceived benefits cannot be quantified
in terms of direct cost savings. These points are
amplified in Chapter 2 of the report.
By 1990, up to 90 per cent of managers and professional workerswill use business microcomputers on
a regular basis. They will want to own their own
machines, but also will want to use them as terminals to access corporate data. Software rather than
hardware will determine user choice. Likely develop-
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ments in operating systems and general-purpose
software are discussed in Chapter 6 of the report.
In the longer term, the emergence of generic
processors able to provide a virtual environment
could enable users to switch rapidly from one operating system to another. Meanwhile, the race is on
to find the market leader for the next generation of
integrated applications-oriented software.
At present, most business microcomputers are being
used as stand-alone devices. In the future, they will
form the cornerstoneof office systems generally. A
battle for dominance between IBM (and the IBMcompatibles), AT&T and Xerox-derived developments
such as Apple s Lisa and Macintosh will take place;
few of the independent business microcomputer
manufacturers will survive the decade.
For management, a key issue will be the impact of
business microcomputers on an organisation s mainstream computing (see Chapter 4). So far there has
been little impact on the structure and organisation
of management services departments, though most
organisations have set up small microcomputer support teams. Many managers believe that the lack of
microcomputer knowledge among system development staff is a cause for serious concern.
There will be an increasing demand for microcomputer-mainframe links, but this may not happen as
soon nor be as widespread as many management
services staff believe. When the demand does
appear, formidable problemswill arise and the impact
on mainstream computing will be considerable.
Weforesee a gradual merging of the two main types

of end-user computing: business microcomputing and

in-house timesharing services. Those organisations
with established information centres already have the
basic infrastructure to enable business microcomputer users to access mainstream files and applications. Though there is evidence that the growth of
business microcomputers is in part a responseto the
applications backlog suffered by most organisations,
there is no prospect of this growth abolishing or
reducing the backlog.
The role of the manager of the microcomputing sup-

REPORT SYNOPSIS
port team is another key issue, addressed in Chapter 5 of the report. As a starting point, we strongly
recommendthat organisations set up such a team
if they have not already done so. For the team
manager, the first aim should be to act as a catalyst,

not a dictator; to be successful, the initiative for bus-

iness computing has to come from the users themselves. The manager should anticipate users needs
for support, and be responsiveto their requests. He
should be qualified to recommend hardware and software products, and to negotiate the best terms with
suppliers. As part of a pump-priming role, the
Manager should generate a general awareness of the
potential benefits of microcomputing.

In addition, the manager should be able to allay the
fears of data processing staff, encourage informal
contact between users, provide applications development expertise, be prepared for change, and market
the microcomputer team s services.

Our research has shown that although more business
microcomputers are installed in the United States
than in Europe, that country lags behind Europe in
the formulation of relevant policies by management
services departments. Chapter 7 provides eight broad
guidelines for management distilled from our
research. The guidelines are:

Recognise that there are different stages of
development. Give guidance in the first stage (Initiation); exercise soft control as users experiment
in Stage 2 (Proliferation); and plan for Stage 3
(Enhancement). Further stages of Integration and
Maturity may follow.

Educate system developmentstaff, by meansof
specially tailored training programmes.

Plan for microcomputers to be the bridge between
office systems and data processing. Business
microcomputersare the keyto linking an organisation s data processing and office automation
strategies.

Determine and anticipate the need for microcom-

puter-maintramelinks. User demandswill have significant implications for data management, data
administration and networking requirements.

Donottry to enforce redundant standards. Users
are interested in functionality and are influenced

bythe latest fashion ; do not assumethat today s

policies will satisfy tomorrow s users.

Bewareof a backlash from dissatisfied users. As
users gain experience and confidence, they will
question advice and policies.

Lookoutfor alternatives to IBM s de facto standard. The business microcomputer market resembles a mass consumer market; users will switch

readily to the machinethat they believe best meets
their needs.

Bewareoflegal pitfalls and operational security
problems. Ensure that users are aware of
copyright, data protection and security requirements.

Business microcomputers have provided substantial
benefits to their early users. As they spread throughout the organisation, the benefits will multiply. If the
management services departmenthasa positive
attitude towards these developments, the department
can increase its influence and standing within
the
organisation.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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CHAPTER 1
SCOPE OF THE REPORT

Microcomputers come in many shapes and forms,
and are used bydifferent types of people for a wide
variety of applications. They range from simple and
inexpensive home computers, which are not much
more than educational toys, to sophisticated processcontrol devices. The focus of this report is on clearly
defined subset of machines and users: microcomputers as used in large organisations in Europe.
In this context, a business microcomputer has a minimum of a processing unit, screen, keyboard and one
or more floppy disc drives. It will also have access
to a printer (which may be shared between several
microcomputers). Additional storage, in the form of
Winchester-type discs (which may also be shared)
may also be available. A business microcomputer
may be a stand-alone unit, or it may be part of a
cluster (or network) of similar devices sharing common resources such as correspondence quality
printers or Winchester-type discs. It might also be
connected, either permanently or on dial-up basis,
to one or more minicomputers or mainframe computers. There are literally hundreds of models of
microcomputer on the market today. Those in most
widespread use worldwide are probably the Apple II
and the IBM PC range.
The report concentrates on the desk-top use of
microcomputers. Typically, the users are junior or
middle managers and professionals, although some
of the use may be delegated to secretaries or other
staff. In the context of this report, a key aspectis that,
initially at least, there is some element ofdiscretion
in the use of the microcomputer. This discretion may
take one or more of the following forms:
The user takes the initiative to acquire the
microcomputer in the first place.

The user can choose whether to make use of
the facilities provided by the microcomputer.

The user can chooseto set up new applications
himself.

Although the initial decision to acquire or use a business microcomputer is often discretionary, the
machine maylater become an indispensable tool for
the manager or his staff. For the purposes of this

The Butler Cox Foundation
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report, an essential ingredient of business microcomputing is that users themselves decide what the
machineswill be used for, and they control the applications.

Business microcomputers, as defined above, may
also be used for other purposes. They might, for
example, be used as a replacementfor an ordinary
terminal linked to a mainstream data processing
application. (We use the term mainstream to describe conventional computing applications developed
by professional computing staff. Such applications
might be implemented as centralised mainframe systemsor as distributed minicomputer systems.) Microcomputers might also be used to access an in-house
timesharing service via an information centre. In
these situations, the personal computing capability
provided by the machinesis, in essence, an optional
extra , which can be providedat verylittle additional
cost. Provided that at least part of the use of such
microcomputers is initially discretionary, they are
within the scope of this report.

The typical business microcomputer user as defined
above does not necessarily spendall his time sitting
at the same desk. He maybe visiting different sites,
or working whilst travelling on a train or aircraft. Our
definition of a business microcomputer therefore
includesfixed and portable devices, and we make no
distinction between the two. In practice, we encountered very few examples of portable microcomputers
being used as defined above. In these few cases the
users tended to be travellers, such as salesmen or
repair personnel. Often the prime use of microcomputers in these circumstancesis solely to capture
data
a use which we have excluded from the
scope of this report.

Our definition of the scope of business microcomputers specifically excludes the following areas:
Dedicated word processing systems used by
typists or secretaries.

Microcomputers used in factories for controlling

production processes.

Microcomputers that are used only as an extension of a mainstream data processing system (as
intelligent data-capture devices, for example).

CHAPTER 1
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Portable hand-held devices used by an organisation s travelling representatives to capture data (for
example to record customer data thatwill be used
to generate invoices).

Each of these is excluded because the use of such
systems is non-discretionary.

Thus, this report is concerned with the use of business microcomputers for personal computing.
Usually, the equipmentwill be some form of standalone microcomputer system which can also be
linked to other similar systems or to mainstream data
processing systems. Sometimes, however, the personal computing capability may be provided as part
of a shared resource that has beeninstalled throughout an organisational work unit. Two examples are:
The HiNetlocal area networkinstalled in the Fison
Group's head office in the United Kingdom. Users
plug-in to the network with a DMS microcomputer,
and have access to various software facilities
(SuperCalc, Wordstar, etc.).

TheXionics XiBus systemsnowinstalled in several

organisations in the United Kingdom (including
several Foundation members). Each workstation
has a Z80 microprocessor with 256k storage. As
well as messaging and electronic mail facilities,
users are provided with discretionary personal
computing facilities (Basic, SuperCalc, etc.). XiBus
also provides accessto external services, such as
mainstream computers, telex, and videotex
networks.

Business microcomputing is therefore a subset(albeit
a rapidly growing one) of end-user computing, competing with the discretionary useof in-house(or external) timesharing services by managers and professionals. Many organisations have now established an
information centre, whoserole is to provide and promote the use of end-user computing facilities within
the business, and business microcomputers are often
seen as an extension of the information centre s
activities.

Business microcomputing is also inextricably linked
with the conceptof office automation for managers
and professionals. A number of organisations perceive the large numbers of business microcomputers
now beinginstalled as the means of providing one
terminal per desk. The business microcomputer, it is
now widely believed, is likely to evolve into the
integrated management workstation of the future.

tems, or the technological merits of 16-bit processors
versus 32-bit processors.

The specific issues addressed in the report are:

Whatare the business motivations for installing
business microcomputers?

What are business microcomputers being usedfor,
and by whom?

Whatsoftwaretools are being used to implement
business microcomputer applications, and whois
using them?

Whatis the organisational impact of business

microcomputers on the business in general, and

on the management services departmentin particular?

Whatarethe criteria for using business microcomputers most effectively in large organisations?

Howshould an organisation s policy for microcomputers relate to its overall information technology
policy?

The report is aimed primarily at the executives responsible for defining an organisation s information
technology strategy. It will also be of interest to those
involved in the day-to-day implementation of the
business microcomputer elements of the overall
strategy, and to managersof businessunits using (or
contemplating using) business microcomputers.
Researchcarried out

In preparing for this report, we drew on Butler Cox s
accumulated knowledge and expertise in the field of
business microcomputing. We have carried out
several consulting assignments in which we have
advised clients on how bestto establish a policy for
introducing microcomputersinto the business. Also,
as part of the Butler Cox Strategic Studies
Programme, we have carried out research for suppliers into the way in which the market for business
microcomputersis likely to develop. In addition, we
reviewed several hundred papers andarticlesrelating to the business use of microcomputers.

Purposeof the report

The mostdirect input to the research, however, came
from our discussion with large organisations. We
reviewed in depth the business microcomputing
activities of 38 large organisations, three-quarters of
which are Foundation members. Twenty-six of the
organisations are based in the United Kingdom, six
in France, four in the Netherlands and two in Sweden.

relative technical merits of different operating sys-

experiences are reported in depth in the casehistories in the appendix.

This report focuses on the management issues
associated with introducing substantial numbers of
business microcomputers into large organisations.
Technical issues are of secondary concern. The
report does not therefore address issues such as the

Wewouldlike to record our thanks for the time given

by the people we interviewed and for the candour
of the views expressed. An aggregated overview of
these organisations uses of business microcomput-

ing is included in the next chapter, and some ofthe
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CHAPTER 2

EVOLUTION OF BUSINESS USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS

Research carried out by the Butler Cox Strategic

Studies Programme suggests that, while microcomputers andrelated in-house timesharing account for

Figure 2.1

Marketleaders share (%) of business and
professional microcomputer market

typically 5 to 10 per cent of an organisation's data
processing costs today, this
approach 50 per cent by 1991.

proportion

might

When Apple launched its Macintosh personal computer in the United States early in 1984, Peat Marwick, Mitchell & Co. ordered 3,500 units within weeks
of the product being launched. Apple claims that
70,000 Macintoshes weresold in the first 100 days
following the launch. Earlier, in 1982, Connecticut
MutualLife Insurance Companyin the United States
placed a single order for 1,000 IBM PCs. In 1983, IBM
shipped 650,000 PCs and PC-XTs, and expects to
deliver worldwide more than 1,000,000 of these
machines in 1984.

THE CHANGING MARKET FOR BUSINESS
MICROCOMPUTERS
The leading supplier in the United States has been
IBM, with more than 30 per cent of the market. We
expect IBM to be the market leader in Western
Europe in 1984, with 26 per cent of the market, in
terms of numbers of units costing more than $1,000.
(In 1982 IBM was not even a contender in this market in Europe.) Figure 2.1 shows the market share of
the leading suppliers in Western Europein 1982, 1983
and 1984, and Figure 2.2 showssimilar information
for the major national markets in Europe in 1983. The
figures show that there are significant differences
between national markets, and that the marketplace
is highly volatile. Commodore s share of the West
European marketfell from 22 per cent in 1982 to a
predicted 9 per cent in 1984, whilst IBM s share rose
from zero to 23 per cent in the same period.

Figuresrelate to units costing more than $1,000 sold in Western Europe.

(Source: IDC-Europe)

Figure 2.2

Market share (%) by country in 1983

However, IBM is unlikely to dominate the microcomputer market as it has in mainframes (an estimated
70 per cent of the world market).
The corporate market for business microcomputers
in the United States is growing at about 40 per cent
per annum. The growth in Western Europe is
predicted to be less than in the United States, butit

The Butler Cox Foundation
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*Olivetti and Logabax in France.

Figuresrelate to units costing more than $1,000.

(Source: IDC-Europe)
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will still be substantial. Microcomputer manufacturers revenues in Europe from the business and
professional sector are set to grow from $1.4bn in
1984 to $3.6bn in 1988
an annual growth rate of
nearly 30 per cent. If software and ancilliary supplies

are also included, the annual growth rate could be
as high as 50 per cent.

Although there are more than 150 suppliers in this
marketplace, Figure 2.2 illustrates that, in each of the
four countrieslisted, the top four suppliers account
for between 60 per cent and 75 per cent ofall units
sold. Figure 2.1 showsthat, in 1984, five suppliers
(Apple, Commodore, Olivetti, ACT/Sirius and IBM) will
accountfor three-quarters ofall units sold in Western
Europe.

Business microcomputers in use in large
European organisations

These trends were even more pronounced among the
38 organisations we examinedin depth. All of them
had standardised on (or had a preferredlist of) equipment, and 28 had standardised on just one particular range. Of these, 18 have now standardisedsolely
on the IBM PC, and a further nine included this
machine in the short-list of preferred machines. Of
the 27 organisations that had included the IBM PC
in their list of standard equipment, only eight, at the
presenttime, would be prepared to purchase IBM PC
compatible microcomputers. Where the IBM PC was
just one of several recommended machines, the
organisation expected to install more IBM PCs from
now on than anyof the other machines. At least two
of the remaining 11 organisations which had not
included IBM in their recommended list expect to do
so in the near future.

After the IBM PC, the next most popular machines
were DEC and ACT/Sirius personal computers (each
mentioned by just four organisations), and Wang
(mentioned by three organisations). The 11 companies who hadnotincluded IBM PCsin their shortlist of preferred machineslisted a total of 11 different business microcomputers between them.
One Foundation member
George Wimpeyple, the
London-based construction company
has adopted
an unusual and possibly unique approach in its choice
of a standard microcomputer. Wimpey decided to
assembleits own standard machine using proprietary
parts. This decision was madein mid-1981, when few
of the then commercially available systems appeared
adequate for the type of business applications
envisaged by the company. Bythe beginning of 1984,
150 Wimpey Standard Micros had been assembled,
and werein use throughout the company. A few had
also been sold toits clients for use with applications
software developed by Wimpey.

Figure 2.3
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Twenty-two of the organisations provided us with
information about the number of business microcomputers installed (typically as at March 1984), and
predicted the number likely to be installed in the next
year or so. As Figure 2.3 shows, a very wide range
of installed numbers was reported, from fewer than
ten to more than 400. Each machine wastypically
being used by two to four people. The predicted
annual growth rates were equally varied, the lowest
being 40 per cent and the highest1,600 per cent. (The
latter figure is an exception, since the company concernedis just embarking onits initial push into using
microcomputers for thefirst time.) Interestingly, there
was no correlation between the size of the present
installed base and the rate of predicted growth. The
majority of the companies predicted annual growth
rates between 50 per cent and 400 per cent.

THE TYPICAL EVOLUTION PATH

Our investigations into the ways in which business
microcomputers are being installed in large European

organisations show that the machinesare not being
installed in an ad hoc or uncontrolled manner. By all

accounts, this situation contrasts with that in the
United States, where two factors seem to have con-

tributed to a much moredisorderly introduction of
business microcomputers:

Central MIS staff in the United States have only
recently begun to appreciate the corporate significance of business microcomputers. Hitherto,
microcomputers had been viewed as insignificant

devices which did not warrant their attention.

ia Banat,
ree
The
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Potential users of business microcomputersin the
United States have been more prepared to seek
out and purchasetheir own equipment. This trend
has been promoted by the growth of retail stores

ostensibly established to serve the home computer
market. Market research has shownthat a very
high proportion of machines bought from these
stores have ended up on the desks of managers
and professionals in America s largest companies.

A further important difference is the lower cost of a
microcomputer as a proportion of the American
user's salary. For a European user, this relative cost

would be three times as high.

Management services departments take the
initiative

In Europe, the typical evolution path has been different. Two or three years ago, a few pioneering users
took the initiative and acquired their own microcomputers(typically an Apple or Tandy or Commodore).
However, corporate management services departments reacted very quickly, realising they had to take
a position on theinstallation and use of microcomputers. Senior managementservices directors realised the need for a coherent policy that would
prevent an uncoordinatedproliferation of microcomputers throughout the business. (A representative
sample of the policy approaches adoptedis given in
the case histories in the appendix.)
In Europe, therefore, most large organisations had
a microcomputer policy in place before the machines
began to be installed in large numbers. A common
element of these policies is that the management
services department is aware at least of the microcomputersthat are being installed, and the software
facilities available with them. In most organisations,
the decision to purchase a microcomputer has to be
agreed by and/or signed-off by the managementservices department.
In all but seven of the organisations we examinedin
depth, the management services department had the
final say on the type of microcomputer to beinstalled.
The corporate culture of these seven organisations
prevented the management services department
from dictating to the business units. Nevertheless,
each of these seven has been remarkably successful in persuading the business to use its recommended standard equipment. (Examples of their
experiencesare includedin the case histories in the
appendix.)

First-generation microcomputerpolicies

Typically, the first-generation microcomputer policies were formulated during the period mid-1981 to
mid-1982. Usually, they specified one (or a small number) of standard hardware configurations (Apples,

The Butler Gox Foundation
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CommodorePets, etc.) or, less commonly, they specified that the hardware wasto be able to run a standard operating system (usually CP/M).
Manyorganisations also set up a microcomputer support team as part of their first-generation policy.
These were small groups(two to five people) whose
role was to provide a corporate centre for expertise
about all aspects of business microcomputing. The
majority of end users (and potential end users) welcomedthe services provided by these groups. Users
are more than happy to listen to and accept the
advice provided.
The microcomputer support team is usually part of
the management services department. Sometimesit
reports direct to the managementservices director
but, where an organisation has already established
an information centre, the role of this centre is often
extended to include the microcomputer support team.
Other organisations have located the microcomputer
support team as part of the office automation
function.

The soft-control approach

In those organisations where the managementservices department cannotdictate and explicitly enforce
the policy, the team provides what one organisation
described as soft control . In this situation, the
team s role is to encourage users to purchase the
preferred hardware and software. One of the ways
this is achievedis by a policy to provide support only
for the recommended hardware and software
products. Users are free to buy any other products
they wish but, if they experience anydifficulties, the
team will not help them. Another tactic is to ensure
that users who purchase the recommended products
through the team s services will obtain a larger discount than they could by purchasing direct themselves.
Second-generation policies evolved in

mid-1983

The first-generation microcomputer policies remained
intact until about mid-1983. During the period from
about March to September 1983, however, many of
the policies were updated to reflect new business
microcomputer products that had by then become
available. In particular, there was a switch away from
the original first-generation machines to the IBM PC.
(The scale of this was reported on earlier in this
chapter.)
The launch of the IBM PC has done morethan anything else to make the concept of business microcomputing respectable. Many argue that the IBM PC
is technically inferior to other business microcomputers. But, by early 1984, the IBM PC had become
the de facto standard for business microcomputers

CHAPTER 2,
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in large organisations in Europe. In particular, its operating system (PC-DOS)had been adopted as the de
facto software environment by the independentsoftware vendors.
However, it is not true to say that the launch of the
IBM PC caused management services departments
to take business microcomputers seriously for the
first time. As we have already noted, all of the large
organisations we examined had developed a
microcomputer policy long before the IBM PC was
announced. Whyis it, then, that so many organisations have now standardised on the IBM PC?

When weaskedthis question, we were consistently
given two answers:

Because of the need to communicate with main-

stream computers.

Because therewill be a wider range of software
available for the IBM PC than for any other business microcomputer.

Thesereplies are very interesting when they are compared with the way in which business microcomputers are actually being usedin large organisations.
Most of them are being used as stand-alone devices,
and most are being used to run just one type ofsoftware
a spreadsheet package (VisiCalc or Lotus

1-2-3).

Mostorganisations are experimenting to provethat,
technically, they can link their microcomputersto the
mainstream systems. But many of them told us that
they are unclear as to why or howthis link will actually be used. Wereturn to this topic in Chapter 4.

Only one organisation (ICI in the United Kingdom)
provided us with a reasoned argumentfor having
adopted the IBM PC asits standard machine. ICI perceives the IBM PC as a means of providing a standard framework for business microcomputers. All
IBM PCsinstalled in ICI will be customised to meet
ICl s specific requirements. IBM s open policy
towards hardware and software for the PC makesit
easy to carry out such customisation. Butif IBM were
to attempt to include proprietary hardware or softwarein future developments of the PC, ICI would stay
with the old standard. (IC's experiences form one
of the case histories in the appendix.)
Thereis little doubt that a major factor in the suc-

cess of the IBM PCis related to the dominance that

IBM hasin other computing markets rather than the
technical merits of the product. Usersfeel safer buying it and, perhaps even more importantly, independent software vendors feel safer developing new
products for it.

BUSINESS MICROCOMPUTERAPPLICATIONS

At the present time, the majority of business
microcomputersinstalled in large organisations are

Apples. Many of these are being used mainly to run

VisiCalc applications (or one of the other popular
spreadsheet packages). From now on, however, most
of the organisations we reviewed are planning to
install more IBM PCs than any other equipment. Most

of those PCs will be installed to run Lotus 1-2-3

spreadsheetapplications. It has been estimated that
the main purpose for more than 70per centofall IBM
PCsinstalled so far is to run Lotus 1-2-3, and this was
confirmed by our own research. This product has
effectively superseded VisiCalc as the clear leader
in the spreadsheet package marketplace. Yet Lotus
1-2-3 is itself likely to have been superseded by the
time this report is published
either by Lotus Symphonyor by competitive products from other independent software suppliers (see Chapter 6).

Apart from spreadsheet applications, business
microcomputers are also being used to run bespoke
applications. Very few of these applications have
been developed using a conventional programming
language such as Basic. The exceptions have usually
been written by microcomputer experts from the support team, not by the end users themselves. We came
across very few examples of users programmingin
Basic (or any other language). Usersdotalk in terms
of programming in Lotus 1-2-3, however.

Bespokeapplications are much moreoften developed
using an application-generator tool such as dBASE
II
or Condor. Again, these tools tend to be used more
by membersof the microcomputer support team,
with
individual projects taking from twoto four weeks
to
complete. Some organisations, however, encourage
users to develop their own applications using this
type
of tool. Chapter 3 contains a more detailed
discussion of the uses to which business microcompu
ters
are being applied.

Thereis also evidence that business microcompu
ters
are increasingly being used for word processing
. Thirteen of the 38 organisations specifically menti
oned
word processing as one of the applications,
with
Wordstar and Multimate being the most
commonly
used word processing packages.

On the other hand, we found very little use
of application packages with business mic rocomputer
s. One
organisation told us that, as a matter of course,
it tries
to find an application package to meeta
particular
business microcomputing need, but invariably
fails to
do so. Most application packages havea funct
ional
or departmental focus, whereas personal
computing
tends to imply doing something which is
unique or
non-standard in some respect. The few
exceptions
involved an accounting package which was
being
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used in a small, self-contained subsidiary business
unit of a large organisation.

In a few organisations, the mainstream system

development staff were using business microcomputers to build prototype systems that would later be

implemented on corporate minicomputers or main-

frames. In general, however, traditional system
development staff make verylittle use of business
microcomputers.

OTHER REASONS FOR USING BUSINESS
MICROCOMPUTERS
Another trend is for business microcomputers to be
installed as replacements for dumb terminals. Two
IBM mainframe userstold us that their data processing people
woke up to the potential of business
microcomputers when theyrealised that an IBM PC
plus an inexpensive printer could cost less than a conventional dumb terminal, controller and printer. Many
IBM mainframe users are waiting for the 3270 PC to
become available in Europe. They see this device as
a potential upgrade path for the existing 3270-type
terminals. The added bonus is that personal computing facilities can be provided at verylittle additional

cost.

Wehave already mentioned that most organisations
are proving that, technically, they can link their
microcomputers to their mainstream systems. But we
did not discover any real examples of these links
being used to download data to microcomputers for
discretionary use. There are examples of downloading data from mainstream systems to microcomputers, but all of these were in situations where the
microcomputer was being used as an extension of
the mainstream system.

Interestingly, we found several examples of microcomputers being used to upload data to a mainstream
system. In this situation, the microcomputer is usually
being used as an intelligent data collection device.
For example, Rowntree Mackintosh, the York-based
confectionary firm, is building a new automated warehouse. All pallets will have a bar code attached to
them as they enter the warehouse. IBM PCswill be
used to control the bar-code printers, and will then
transmit the details of the pallet recorded in the bar
code to the mainframe computers. This application
is outside of the scopeof this report, because there
is no element of discretionary use.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have reviewed the evolution to
date of business microcomputers in large European
organisations. Our research has shownthat, although
large numbers of business microcomputers are now
being installed, they are not being installed in a
haphazard or uncoordinated way. Furthermore, we
have shown that the majority of business microcomputers are being used predominantly with spreadsheet software (previously VisiCalc, but increasingly
Lotus 1-2-3). Most organisations anticipate that in the
next phase end userswill want to access corporate
data held on mainstream systems, and they are testing the technical links to allow this to happen.
Our research suggests that the growth in the number of business microcomputers will continue for the
next three to four years, until the late 1980s. By that
time, many of the organisations we talked with will
have installed one business microcomputer for every
two junior or middle managers andprofessionals. The
implication is that, for this category of office worker,
the business microcomputer is the office automation
tool of tomorrow.
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Our research confirmedthat the introduction of business microcomputersinto large organisationsis,
in
the main, being driven by the users themselves.
In
this chapter, therefore, we focus on busin
ess
microcomputing from the point of view of the users.
Weidentify the type of job in which busin
ess
microcomputers are used, what they are being
used
for, the motivations of the job holder for acquir
ing a
microcomputer, how they set about acquir
ing one,
the benefits they believe they receive, and wheth
er
they haveto cost-justify their use of a microcompute
r.

USERS OF BUSINESS MICROCOMPUTERS

We encountered a wide variety of users of busin
ess
microcomputers, ranging from senior execu
tives to
secretaries. The majority of users were junior
or middle managers and professionals, with only a
few
examplesof senior executives using microcompu
ters.
Wediscussthe possible reasons for this later
in this
section. First, we give some typical examp
les of the
types of users we encountered during our resea
rch.

/nsurance claims manager

The insurance department of a large British
chemicals companyuses Delta and SuperCalc respe
ctively
to record and analyse the insurance claims made
on
behalf of the group. The system is used exten
sively
by the claims manager (he spends about a
quarter
of his time using the system, and usually spend
s two
hours or moreata time athis terminal). His
assistant probably spends more ofher total time using
the
system, but in shorter sessions (typically
15 to 30
minutes). The assistant uses the system to enter
data.
The claims manager uses the system to analy
se the
data and produce management reports.

Assistant to accounts manager

The accounts department in a manufacturing company uses Commodore Pets andVisiCalc for a
variety of accounting functions. Much ofthe useis now
routine (that is, not really discretionary) to produce
monthly and quarterly reports for various managers
in the company. Many applications have been developed using VisiCalc by the assistant to the accounts
manager. Most of these involve the gathering

together of large amounts of numeric data, which is
then analysed, andfinally producedin report format.
Typical applications are records of company cars and
of personnel.
This user has found VisiCalc easy to learn and easy
to use. He was introduced to the package by the
accounts manager, who gave him a ten-minute
demonstration and then expected him to get on with
it . His usage of the Pet varies from continuous use
for two weeks (when he is Preparing quarterly
reports), to two days a weekat other times.
Trainee development manager

This microcomputer user worksin the personnel
and
training department of a large hotel group
. He is
responsible for the training and developmentof
160
management and accountancytrainees. He
is also
responsible for running courses for other
trainees as
well. He uses an Apple and a records mana
gement
and word processing package (OMNIS) to
help him
copewith the volume of paperwork his job
generates.

The Apple is used exclusively by the mana
ger and
his secretary, who share the workload
equally. During the first half of 1984 they were enter
ing details
of new applicants and existing trainees,
using the system for about three hours a day. Once
the system
is fully loaded, it will be used mainly for
information
retrieval and for producing standard
letters. From
mid-1984, the usage of the system was
expected to
stabilise at about one hour a day.

Product marketing manager

A product marketing manager in a
large chemicals
company uses his shared-resou
rce business
microcomputer facility for about four
or five hours a
week, typically in three sessions of abou
t 90 minutes.
He routinely uses the system for:
Word processing.

Electronic mail to his secretar
y (who also has a
workstation), and to the factory.

Telexlinks.

Three spreadsheet applications
for financial
planning.
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Accessto three corporate mainframe systems(for
sales information; for a divisional messaging system; and for business modelling).
Viewdata communications with the sales offices.

Manager's assistant in a bank s regional
head office

This microcomputer user reports to the assistant
regional director (operations) in a major bank s
regional head office. Microcomputers (ACT Sirius,
with a specific set of applications software) have been
installed in each regional head office by the bank s
microcomputer support team. The regional offices
had been advisedto find someone whois interested
and get them involved with developing the Sirius .
Five applications were provided with the Sirius:
Access to the corporate database.

Electronic mail.

Word processing.

Data filing.

Spreadsheet(Multiplan).

The system is used by three different people for about
two or three hours a day. The manager s assistant
has been nominated asthe local expert (in addition
to his normal duties), and he regards most of the
present use as non-productive. His opinion is thatit
will take between one and two years before the
system begins to produce anyreal benefits. (When
we interviewed the manager, the Sirius had been
installed for just three months.)

One particular complaint was that the package which
provided link with the corporate databaseis not of
much use. The format and contentof the data is not
appropriate for, or usable by, the regional head office
becauseit does not reflect a recent organisational
change in the bank s area/regional structure.

Strategic planner

This user is an internal management consultant in the
strategic planningdivision of a plastics company. His
main taskis to produce reports for coordinating the
various divisions strategic plans. He uses an IBM PCXT, both as a TSO terminal and for personal computing. His system has a colour screen, plotter and
printer, and he uses Lotus 1-2-3 and Wordstar. His
main use of the system is to produce high-quality
reports incorporating colour graphics.
Customer accounting planning officer

The customer accounting planning officer in a public utility company runs a planning department of 13
people, seven of whom regularly use an Apple, and
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three Wang terminals linked to corporate mainframe
systems. The customer accounting function includes
reading the meters of more than two million consumers and billing them. The terminals in the planning department are used mainly for routine tasks,
although there is some discretionary use as well.
About one-third of the use of the Apple, which is completely stand-alone, is also for discretionary personal
computing. All seven users are proficient in Basic,
VisiCalc and VisiPlot. They received someinternal
training, but are largely self taught.

Lack of use by senior managers

The sample of typical business microcomputer users
given aboveillustrates clearly that, at present, these
devices are infrequently used by senior managers.
There are exceptions, but surveys (particularly in the
United States) suggest that no more than 10 per cent
of senior managers use a microcomputer themselves,
or even feel comfortable about the prospectof using
one. (The same applies to other types of computing
devices.)
The business microcomputer will certainly have an
impact on what senior managersdo, butit will be an
indirect effect caused by people further down the
organisational hierarchy using these devices.
The principal effect (at least in the United States) on
the few senior managers who have begun to use a
business microcomputer has been to blur further the
dividing line between home andoffice. Many of them
have an equivalent microcomputer at home, and they
find it is easier to carry home the corporate budget
on floppy discs than it is to carry large volumes of
paper. Another advantage comesfrom being able to
link their computer at hometo the corporate network.
The director of data processing at United Technologies in the United States has been quoted as saying
I think we are getting an extra hour from them at
night after dinner .

Many reasons have been put forward to explain the
low rate of use of business microcomputers by senior
managers. The most commonare:
Fear of new technology.

Fear of being seen to be typing (loss of status).

Fear of making a fool of himself (performance
anxiety).

Fear of not knowing what to do with all the information he gets.
Fear of losing hard-woninterpersonal skills.

Another reason sometimes put forward is that senior
managersare deterred by the training time required.
A typical reaction is for executives who have attended
a one-day microcomputer introduction course to
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order machines, not for themselves, but for the level
of people below them.

All of these reasons have an element of validity in
them, but they are all peripheral to the main reason.
The most important factor preventing senior
managers from using business microcomputers is
stunningly obvious but, often, it is barely perceived
by the managers themselves. The technological marvels of business microcomputers have, as yet, little
to offer them. Their work is largely unstructured and,
as such, is notwell-suited to computerisation. Unless
or until senior managers perceive real person
al
benefits from business microcomputers, they will
makelittle use of them.

User groups

The announcementof the IBM PC in the Unite
d States
in 1981 has spawned more than 100 user
groups.
These groups do not yet have the influence or
the
stature of the traditional IBM user groups (SHAR
E for
users of the larger mainframes, GUIDE for users
of
4300s and above, and COMMON for users of model
s
34, 36, 38 andSeries 1).

At presentthere is no formal association betwe
en the
diverse PC user groups, although there is
an informal exchange of newsletters and software.
These
groups have been formed byindividuals who
have
congregatedto getthe bestout of their IBM
PCs and,
relatedly, out of IBM.

One example is the Philadelphia group, which
began
in November 1981 with 20 members. By April
1984,
its membership had grown to 200, 60 per
cent of
whom were business users, 20 per cent peopl
e who
used an IBM PCfor business purposesat home,
and
the remainder hobbyists. The New York
group has
grown fromits initial 30 members to more than
1,200

during the same period.

Those involved with the user groups have expre
ssed
surprise at the lack of active co-operation
by IBM.
One member of the New York groupattributes
this
to the fact that IBM has not yet realised how stron
g
the representation is from large corporations in
the

groups.

Theestablished IBM user groups (SHARE, GUIDE and
COMMON) are also having to extend their activities
to encompass the IBM PC. For example, the COMMON group s conference in October 1983 attracted
1,400 attendees, 500 of whom declared an interest
in the PC. There were 207sessions at the conference,
of which 23 of the best-attended were devoted to the

IBM PC.

Wedid not encounter any similar user group during
our research in Europe. In many respects, the
microcomputer expertise teams being established by
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large organisations in Europe arefulfilling the roles

played bythe user groups in the United States. This

Supports our view that large organisations in Europe

have been more prepared to embrace business
microcomputing at the corporate level than havetheir

American counterparts.

BUSINESS MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Most business microcomputer users are, at the
present time, using their machines to help them do
what they have always done. Thedifference is that
microcomputers help them to do their tasks more
thoroughly, more completely, more accurately and
more frequently than before.

However, research in the United States suggests a
phenomenon which has beencalled the 18-month
effect . During the first months of using a new technology, most people useit for tasks with which they
are familiar. In the case of personal computing
this
might mean using it for spreadsheet calculations
or
for word processing. Then after a period of time
typically about 18 months (according to profes
sors
Hiltz and Turoff at Stanford University)
users
become more confident and are willing to
try new
things.

If this theory is valid, many Foundation membe
rswill
soon be experiencing a proliferation of
microcomputer applications from their first generation
of microcomputer users.

Nevertheless, the reality of today is that the
majority
of business microcomputersin use by managers
and
professionals in large organisations are
being used
with spreadsheet packages. Even so, these
Packages
are being used for a wide variety of diffe
rent applications, including:
Consolidating monthly accounts.
Inter-company accounting.

Financial planning.

Budgeting and forecasting.

Analyses of expenses, company car
use, bank
branch profiles, and so forth.

Claims analysis.

Taxplanning.

Debt analysis.

Monthly and quarterly reports.

The newer spreadsheet packages
(such as Lotus
1-2-3) that have graphicsfacilities are
being used also
to prepare histograms and pie char
ts which are
included in reports.

lation
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Other uses to which business microcomputers are
being put include:

6. Planning, scheduling and monitoring aids
Business microcomputers are used also to develop

Records keeping (automating manual files).

A limited amount of personal word processing.
Electronic memos and messaging (rare).
Maintaining mailing lists.

Diary management (but not by many organisations
and not with much success).

A limited amount of access to mainframe systems.
EDP Analyser has identified 11 main categories of
business microcomputer applications. We summarise
these below because they correspond very closely
with our own findings.

Accounting, reporting and calculating aids

4.

Applications in this category include the use of a
spreadsheet package for budgeting, financial planning, etc. Also included are systems for recording
expense claims and sales reports; and systemsfor
calculating loan repayments, cost allocations, etc.
2. Writing aids
In this category, microcomputers are used for preparing memos, diary entries, meeting minutes, and so
forth; or for preparing documents that incorporate
data retrieved from a file search. Often, the software
used provides spelling dictionaries, and allows the
user to edit and revise documents written by others.

3.

Search andretrieval aids

Microcomputers are used also to obtain answers to
ad hoc queries. To do this, they may be used to
search large datafiles and retrieve selected data; or
to search correspondence files and retrieve selected
letters and memos. They might also be used to
research commercial information files.

4.

Communications aids

In this application category, business microcomputers are used as an essential element of an electronic messaging system. Specific applications
include:

Making travel arrangements using network serv-

ices (usually a value added network service).

Participating ina computer conferencing system.
Exchanging draft documents.

5.

Presentation aids

Anincreasing trend is for business microcomputers
to be used to prepare presentation slides (overhead
foils or 35mm) generated by computer graphics.
Another presentation aid is the use of microcomputer
packagesto prepare customised standard proposals
(such as insurance proposals).
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and revise meeting plans or work plans; and to run
project managementand control packages, and business and financial planning packages. In addition,
they are used to monitor customer orders and payments, supplier deliveries, staff utilisation, and so on.
7. Analysis aids
A major use of business microcomputersis in analysing data in many different ways. Typical uses might
be to analyse sales datato identify customer buying
patterns, salesperson performanceor product profitability. Purchasing data might also be analysed to
determine cost trends or supplier performance.
8. Memory aids
Typical applications in this category are an appointments calendar, use of a things to do package, or
an online business-cardfile.

9.

Record processing aids

In this category, the business use is beginning to
moveout of the non-discretionary area. The microcomputer would be used to perform routine transaction entries, or to perform the complete transaction
processing. It may also be used to maintain records
on a personal basis, for the work group or for the
department.
10. Learning aids
Sometimes business microcomputers are used as a
means of making available a computer-basedtraining package.

11. Program development aids

Finally, a business microcomputer may be used to
develop simple application systems or decision support systems. The user can develop, maintain and
enhance his own programs on his business micro-

computer.

USER MOTIVATIONS
Some commentators havetried to explain the business pressures for business microcomputing in terms
of dissatisfaction with the service provided by the corporate data processing function. This is an oversimplified view, because the typical business microcomputer user has not been the main direct user of
traditional mainstream computing.
In general, the types of application discussed earlier
in this chapter represent new computing work, in that
they are not replacing or supplementing mainstream
computing applications. The typical business microcomputer user may not have approached the systems
development department because of an unspoken
belief that the proposed application was unsuitable
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for mainstream computing or would take too long.
Thus, the applications now running on business
microcomputers have never been partof the formal
applications backlog.

Oneof the attractions of business microcomputing
is its immediacy. Equipment can be installed in days
(or even hours), and useful applications can sometimes be implementedin a similar timescale. It is this
characteristic of business microcomputing that is
focusing users attention on the potential business
benefits of microcomputers.

Another attraction is the feeling of independencethat
a microcomputer provides. The typical microcomputer user likes to feel he is in control of his destiny.
Manyof the users wespoke to arereluctant to allow
the equipmentto be used byothers, even though they
may useit themselves for only a couple of hours a
day. Theylike to feel that the equipmentis available
for their own personal use as and when it is convenient for them. This is part of the territorial attitude that humanshave. It applies to business telephones, desks and nowalso to microcomputers.

But, without doubt, the main user motivation for
acquiring a microcomputer concernsthe perceived
business benefits that the machine will provide. One
of the organisations we studied hadtried to correlate attitudes to using microcomputer with age, job
function, length of service, and so forth. The only
correlation found was with businessattitudes. Those
whowerestrongest on identifying and meeting business needs were keenest on using microcomputers.

The general attitude amongst the most likely users
(and potential users) of business microcomputers
that is, amongst middle and junior Managers and
professionals
is to accept the machinesas a matter of fact, a wayoflife, nothing exceptional . Increasingly, business microcomputers are accepted as a
worthwhile aid that can be used as and when
appropriate to help the user do his job better. Furthermore, those who haveyetto taketheir first steps
in business microcomputing regardthe typical entry
price of about $7,500 as an inexpensive wayof getting on to the computing learning curve.

Nevertheless, more subtle pressures are also at work.
Consumer advertising of business microcomputing
products (hardware and software) on television and
in the press is undoubtedly raising the general awareness level amongst business managers. The increasing use of microcomputers in schools throughout
Europe is prompting many parents to unravel the
mysteries of computing. Peer pressures, both within
an organisation and within professional groups, are
also prompting many managersto realise that they
too can benefit from using a microcomputer. Through
our consultancy work, we know of accountants in
large organisations who have purchased IBM PCs
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and Lotus 1-2-3 for use in their own departments
because Lotus 1-2-3 was receiving rave notices in
the professional accountancy trade press.
Onefinal pressure thatis motivating users to acquire
a business microcomputer is the low-key marketing
that manyin-house microcomputer expertise groups
are carrying out.
The case histories in the appendix contain specific
examplesof this type of activity. Typically, they take
the form of awareness programmes, capability days,
demonstrations, newsletters, etc. Such activities have
played a significant role in motivating business
managersto take their first steps in using a microcomputer. They have the added advantageof per-

suading the users to adopt the organisation's (that

is, the management services department's) preferred
microcomputer hardware and software.

PERCEIVED BENEFITS
In the above discussion we madeit clear that users
will only acquire a business microcomputer if they
believe it will provide them with a real business
benefit. We now review the benefits that busine
ss
microcomputer users believe they receive from their
personal computing activities. These perceived
benefits were reported to us by actual users, not
by
management services staff speaking on their behalf.

The trainee development manager mentione
d earlier
in this chapter (on page 8) told us that he had
installed
installed a microcomputer to help him be moreef
ficient, by enabling him to respondfaster to appli
cations and other general correspondence. Savi
ngs in
time were frequently mentioned as a benefit by a
wide
variety of users. Amanagementaccountant using
two
Apples (with Micromodeller and Multiplan)
said he
installed the machines to save the time requi
red to
manually calculate the accounts and to have
them
typed. He believed that the time savin
gs brought
about by using the Apples was equivalentt
o three
clerks. A financial accountant made a simil
ar point.
His Commodore Pet was installed to makel
ife easier for the two people running the financial
accounting function. Now, only one accountant is
required.

Another accounting manager, discussing the
benefits

of VisiCalc, also mentioned time savings. In additi
on,

he listed the following benefits of using a
microcomputer spreadsheet package:
He can ensurethatall the required data is
present.
It removesthe need to Carry out repetitive
work.

He is immediately made aware of any
obvious

errors.
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|t reduces the office space required for storing
paper files.
Time and effort savings are not restricted only to
accounting functions. A technical manager in the
process design section of an engineering manufac-

turing company described the benefits he and his col-

leagues gain from using a Commodore Petfor large
numbersof repetitive calculations. The section originally had ten people; now it handles the same workload with four people, although the Pet was not
introduced specifically to reduce manpower. Each
member of the group makes extensive useof the Pet,
and this can sometimes lead to queues forming.
The drawing office manager in the same company
told us that his department s use of a Pet had halved
the time (from two weeks to one week) to produce
the stress calculations that must accompany the
detailed engineering drawings. An additional benefit
is that the calculations themselves are more
accurate. Before using the Pet, the coordinates which
are fed into the stress calculations had to be read
manually from A5-size graphs. With the Pet, they can
be calculated from the formulae that are usedto create the graphs.
Often, the time saved by using a microcomputer does
not translate into direct economies in terms of
reduced staff. More commonly, the benefits are in
terms of improved effectiveness, rather than just efficiency. The insurance claims manager mentioned
earlier in this chapter (on page 8) told us that his use
of personal computing facilities enabled him to
produce more and better reports than he otherwise
would have been able to do. He is able to perform
more non-routine tasks than hitherto and, as a consequence, he estimates that his productivity has
improved by between 10 and 15 per cent.
Another frequently mentioned benefit of using a business microcomputer is that of being able to try out
more combinations of data before making a decision.
For example, a member of the leakage controlunit
in a gas utility company told us about his use of
VisiCalc on an Apple. The unit's role is to analyse
different methods of controlling leakages in old gas
mains. The VisiCalc application enables this user to
compare the costof internal, preventive and semiautomatic sealing of old gas mains with the cost of
external repairs and largely manual sealing. He is able
to carry out what if comparisons that would be
impossible to do manually. The application has been
extremely successful, and has enabled the unit to
identify large potential cost savings in this area of the
gas utility's business.
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The examples quoted above are representative of the
benefits that users of business microcomputers
believe they are receiving from using these machines.
Manyof these benefits cannot be quantified in terms
of direct cost savings
the benefits are often more
in terms of quality (or effectiveness), rather than efficiency. We therefore now turn our attention to the
way in which users can justify the initial expenditure
required to acquire and install a business microcomputing system.

ACQUISITION AND JUSTIFICATION
PROCEDURES
Mostof the organisations we examined have a formal procedure for acquiring a business microcomputer. Some organisations insist that this type of
equipment(or software) be acquired via the management services department, or via the purchasing
department, which then notifies the management
services department of any intended microcomputer
purchases. Others encourage their users to purchase
their systems via an in-house dealer service,
although they are not compelled to doso. In reality,
mostusers do usethe in-house service, and do conform to the preferred standard.

In most organisations, the users have to take the
initiative to acquire a microcomputer. Indeed, the less
successful business microcomputing applications
occurred where the users had had a microcomputer
imposed on them. The case for acquiring a
microcomputer usually has to be made to the user s
own management or budget holder, not to the
managementservices department. Once the expenditure has been approvedat that level, the management services department acts aslittle more thana
rubber stamp, and checksthat the policy guidelines
are being adhered to. (One of our interviewees
described the management services department as
being on the receiving end of a fait accompli .)
There are a few exceptions to this general rule,
however, where the management services department requires that the proposed system or application be cost-justified.
Wherecost-justifications are carried out, they are not
particularly rigid, and attempts are rarely made to
check that the anticipated benefits are actually being
received. In general, if a user can persuade his own
management of the need for a business microcomputer, he will get one, even if it means indulging in
what one Foundation member described as creative
accounting .
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In this chapter we assess the impact that business
microcomputers have had, and will have, on an
organisation s mainstream computing. We examine
these issues both in termsof the way in which the
management services departmentis organised and
operates, and in terms ofits development and operational workload.

THE IMPACT TO DATE

Several management services directors told us
that
the biggest impact to date of business microcomputers had not been organisational or quantitative
.
Rather, the impact had been to bring about an attitudinal change
but amongst the user community,
rather than amongst management servicesstaff.
We
were told that the increasing use of business
microcomputers had raised the general level of computer literacy throughout the organisation. In turn, this
had made life very much easier for Management
services staff because, for the first time, users were
able to appreciate and understand the problems and
constraints faced by system developmentstaff.

Not everybody agreed with this view, however. Others
told us that the greater level of computer literacy
amongst users had madelife more difficult for the
Management services department. Their experience
had been that users foundit difficult to understand
why it took so much longer to develop and implement
a mainstream system, when they could do
something similar on their microcomputer in a few days
(or even a few hours). Similar discontent had surfac
ed
regarding response times. Why does my microcomputer always respond immediately, whilst your mainframe system, costing millions of dollars, takes seven
or eight seconds? .

Our main finding on the organisational impact of business microcomputers may, atfirst sight, appear surprising. It is that, so far, the introduction of business
microcomputers has had very little impact on the way
in which the management services departmentis
organised and structured. Most organisations have
established a small microcomputer support team
(usually no more than threeor four people), but this
team has beengraftedinto the existing organisational
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structure. In some organisations the same function
has not even been formalised into a separate team,
the microcomputer responsibilities being dispersed
amongstseveral existing job functions.

Sometimes, however, the formation of the microcomputer team hashelped to solve a minororganisational
problem. Often, the team leader appointed is a
mature computing professional who has reached a
senior technical position (chief programmer or systems development manager, for example). The move
to microcomputer manager comes as a refreshing
new challenge which helps the individual concerned
to get out of a technical rut (though, good technicians
do not always make good user support persons).

Where a team doesexist, it operatesin virtual
isolation from the mainstream computing activities of the
organisation. The only real exception is the work
that
has been done to prove that, technically,
the
preferred business microcomputers can commu
nicate with the organisation s mainframes or
minicomputers. But in terms of the mainstream syste
ms that
are developed, or the way in which they are
developed, the introduction of business microcompu
ters
has had virtually no effect. Nor have
business
microcomputers significantly altered the mains
tream
computing workload. As we demonstrated
in the
previous chapter, most of the microcompu
ter workload consists of new work.

Apart from the specific activities of the
microcomputer team (described in Chapter 5 ofthis
report), the
only measurable change in the workload
of many
management services departments has
been in its
administrative workload. Atits most basic
, this could
be no more than a bookkeeping funct
ion to record
whois installing microcomputers and
what they are
being usedfor. But often, it also includes
purchasing
microcomputerson users behalf and
recharging the
costs to them.

With the exceptionof the impactslisted
above, business microcomputers have had virtually
no effect on
the way in which the majority of mana
gementservices staff perform their jobs. In gener
al, system
developmentstaff do not use microcomputersa
spart
of their jobs as yet (but the availability
of the IBM
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XT/370 mightalter this for IBM installations). Nor do

they have microcomputer applicationsskills or expertise. In many organisations, business managers in
user departments know more about applying business
microcomputers than do system development staff.
There are exceptions, however. In a few organisations, system development staff are using microcomputers as a means of building prototypes of mainstream systems. The prototypes go through several
iterations over a short period of time to enable the
analysts and users to arrive at a consensus about
whatthe requirements really are. The microcomputer
manager in one organisation that has nowinstalled
150 or so machinestold us that he could not understand why his system development colleaguesdid not
use microcomputers as a prototyping tool.
Many microcomputer managers and management
services directors told us that they believe that the

lack of knowledge about microcomputers amongst

system developmentstaff is a cause for serious concern. Senior analysts, with many years of mainstream
computing experience, do not know when to consider
using a microcomputer as part of an overall system.
They are not designing the next generation of mainstream systems to take account of business
microcomputers and their users.

Many of the people we spoke with believe that the
biggest education andtraining needin thefield of business microcomputers is amongst system development staff. This is a view we thoroughly endorse. So
far, the lack of microcomputing skills amongst system development staff has been of little consequence, but we believe that this situation is about to
change. Pressures are building up which will mean
that development staff will have to take account of
microcomputers as an integral part of mainstream
computing. Not least amongst these pressuresis the
48-month effect we noted in the previous chapter.

MICROCOMPUTER-MAINFRAME LINKS

Many people believe that the big impact of business
microcomputers on mainstream computing activities
will occur as more microcomputers are linked to
mainframes and start to access corporate data. The
underlying assumption is that this is the next major
stage of development and, as we have already
observed, most organisations are testing out the technical links between microcomputers and mainstream
systems. However, very few such links are yet being
used for any practical purpose.

Interestingly, it is the managementservices staff who
assume there will be a demand for microcomputermainframe links. Although much data is re-entered
into business microcomputers from print-outs which
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have been produced on mainframes, we encountered
verylittle explicit demand for mainframe links from
users themselves, perhaps because theysee little
prospect of such a demandbeing satisfied.
Our view is that there will be an increasing demand
for microcomputer-mainframe links, but it may not
necessarily happen as quickly, nor be as widespread,
as many management services staff currently
believe.
When the demand does arise, however, many data
processing departments will face major problems.
The difficulty is that the data stored in mainstream
systems almost certainly will not be formatted or
structured in the optimum way for use by business
microcomputer users. Much of the existing data is
oriented towards detailed recordsof individual business transactions. Microcomputer userswill typically
require data in a summarised form related to trends
and patterns, and the requirementsarelikely to differ
from user to user, and from application to application. The difficulty will be compounded because many
of the data extraction requirements will be one-offs ,
used once for a particular project.
Amoresignificant problem is that data held on mainstream systemsis often incomplete andthe rules for
its interpretation are poorly documented. Thus there
is a danger that amateur users might draw the
wrong conclusion from the data they obtain.

Thus, management servicesstaff quite correctly perceive that they cannot anticipate what data will be
required. Neither can the users themselves. Whatis
certain, though, is that when the users do require data
they will probably find it is not available, or thatit is
incomplete for the required purpose. Data captured
for one purposeis rarely entirely suitable for another
purpose. The problem is how to restructure, or
re-present, data captured as part of yesterday s
transactions for use by today s managers and professionals. Many of the structural assumptions underlying the original data (market segmentation, company structure) could have changedin the meantime.
These are formidable problems, and they will not be
solved easily or quickly. Our view is that business
microcomputer userswill notfind it particularly useful to have accessto raw transaction-oriented data.
The requirement is morelikely to be for a new type
of decision-support database, as we discussed in
Foundation Report No. 40
Presenting Information
to Managers. This type of database requires a very
different type of design philosophyto traditional mainstream databases. The emphasis needs to be on the
quality of data, rather than on quantity and completeness. To be useful to the typical business microcomputer user, data does not need to be completely
accurate, and it does not need to be the most up-to-
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date data. A snapshotof the data as it stood at the
end of last month (or quarter or year) is often quite
Sufficient. There is also the need to combine externally obtained data (for example, government or
industry statistics) with data collected in-house on the
mainstream systems.

Webelieve that the potential impact on mainstream
computing in this area is enormous. The impactswill
be felt specifically in the following areas:
Data management and data administration. Probably for the first time, the organisation as a whole
will have to treat data management as a seriou
s
issue. The demandfor data management will come
from the users, rather than (as in the past) from
Management services staff trying to drum
up
enthusiasm for an abstract conceptwhich is
of no
direct relevance to users.

Developmenteffort. Once users begin to take the
initiative in data management issues, a massi
ve
developmenteffort will be required to build, create, maintain and manipulate the databases
so
they can be useful to business microcompu
ter

users.

Processing power. The data manipulati
on will
require large amounts of mainframe processing

power.

Communications requirements. Microcompu
ter
users will demand instant accessto the data
they
require for local processing. This maywell requi
re
a large volume of data (and perhaps an appli
cation program aswell) to be downloaded in a
very
short time. Managers and professionals will
be
using their business microcomputers as job
aids
to improve their effectiveness. They will not
be
preparedto wait for hours (or even minutes)to
get
hold of the data they require to complete
the job
in hand.
A major problem facing Management services managers will be how to justify investmentin the
above
areas. The timescale and costof restructuring mainstream systems to permit business microcomputers
to extract information from them are often huge.
Most
managers believe there will be a future dema
nd and
that, when it materialises, users will not be prepa
red
to tolerate the lead timesinvolved, so there is a need
to take action now. The dilemma is that today there
is little demandor costjustification for such a step.

SOFTWARE INTERFACES BETWEEN BUSINESS
MICROCOMPUTERS AND MAINSTREAM
SYSTEMS
Some organisations are beginning to tackle these
issues. ICI in the United Kingdom (whose experiences
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form one of the case histories in the appendix) has
developed software that provides a user-friendly interface between the user s personal computing facilities and the data stored on the mainstream data
processing systems. We provide below a brief
description of this software, which is called Conductor, as an example ofthe typeoffacilities that increasingly will be required. By the time this report has been
published, ICI plans to be marketing the Conductor
software as a commercial product.

ICI s Conductor system

In November 1983, ICI adopted the IBM PCasits
managerial workstation. Since then several hundred
PCs have been bought, and several thousand will be
installed worldwide in the next two years or so. The
Corporate Management Services department was
given the responsibility of configuring a standard system, and of recommending and supporting hardware
and software that would best meetICI s needs. During the first few months of 1984 the department developed a menu interface system, Conductor,
which
links together all the standard applications chosen
so
far. Three main considerations prompted the
crea-

tion of Conductor:

The need to make the proprietary packagesse
lected more user friendly . Manyof ICI s workf
orce
have no previous computing experience,
and the
aim is to reduce to a minimum the time spent
on
training.

The need to pass data freely between main
frames
and microcomputers. A main factor in
the choice
of the IBM PC wasits ability to incorporat
e IBM
3278, DEC VT100 and viewdata terminal
emulation, together with word processing, sprea
dsheet
and business graphics packages.

Thedrive towards making the IBM PC
true workstation
thatis, an easy-to-use, multi-accessterminal, where the user is unaware of
the individual
packages being used.

ICl s Conductor software enables popu
lar software
packages for the IBM PC to be accessed
from a common menu system in a consistent, userfriendly style.
The aim is to allow user data to be
passed freely
between the packages supported by Cond
uctor. Particular emphasis is placed on communic
ationfacilities that can link mainframe data with
decision support software running in the PC.

Conductor typically will be used to
access data on
a mainframe computer by using a term
inal emulation
file-transfer package, then manipula
te this data ina
spreadsheet, andfinally plot a graph
and incorporate
the results in a printed report prod
uced on a word
processor. The main components of the
system are
shown schematically in Figure 4.1.
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Components of ICI s Conductor system
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Conductor will run under PC-DOS 2.0 on an IBM PCXT or on a standard PC with twin 360k floppy discs.
On the latter configuration ICI recommends that at
least 512k of RAM beinstalled in the PC and that software such as the AST SuperDrive program is avail-

able so that Conductor can partition part of the PC

memory as a RAM disc . In this modeall of the menu
software can be installed on the RAM disc, thereby
enabling one of the disc drives to be used to load a
software package (usually Lotus 1-2-3), and allowing
extremely rapid access to Conductor's facilities. The
other disc will typically contain a data disc.

An essential feature of the PC-DOS 2.0 operating system of particular value on an IBM PC-XT is the ability
to organise data files into separate sub-directories.
Conductor provides facilities to move between subdirectories in a way such that data stored or read by
the selected package always resides in the designated data directory. A simple sign-on procedure is
available which immediately routes all user data to
a specified sub-directory.

Keyboard macrofacilities are fully integrated into the
Conductor system. A core set of useful macros
specific to a particular package is loaded whenever
the package is selected from the menu. In addition
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the current data disc or directory is scanned for a
file containing user macros. In this way each user can
build up a personal library of macros for every package available from Conductor.
Another component of Conductor is the Template program which marks out and formats data so thatit can
be read into Lotus 1-2-3. The program is easy to use,
makes good use of the IBM PC s cursor control and
other special keys, and includes several pages of
online help. Data from a wide variety of sources may
be processed through Template. In the ICI computing environmentthis data typically originates on one
of the mainframe systems accessed via IBM 3270,
DEC VT100 or viewdata terminal emulation. Once
created, a template may be saved and reused at a
later date with similar data.
Conductor is written in IBM PC Advanced Basic which
is supplied standard with every PC and is, in ICl s
view, particularly suitable for simple user programming. Each section in the main Conductor program
concerned with accessing a particular package is
well defined, andit is a relatively simple programming
task to add any proprietary software package which
runs under PC-DOSversion 2.0 (or above) as a new
item to the Conductor main menu.

Te
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Conductor's menus operate in a manner similar to
that found in the Lotus 1-2-3 package. In addition, a
consistentfile-naming convention is adopted throughOut, so that sensible defaults can be taken for file
extensions, andrelatedfiles can be preserved under
a common name. When adding new packages every
effort will be made to maintain these conventions,
possibly by renamingfiles created whilst running a
particular package before returning to the Conductor main menu.

Conductor s user-friendliness is in great part due to
the extent to which packagesare integrated at this
stage.

In its initial release, Conductor incorporates the following entries in its main menu:

IRMA 3278 emulation, for access to IBM mainframes.

Smarterm VT100 emulation, for access to DEC
mainframes, office systems and external databases.

Viewcom viewdata emulation, for access to Preste
l
and other viewdata systems.

Lotus 1-2-3, for spreadsheet work, graphics and
data management.

Wordstar, for word processing.

Template, for extracting and preparing data ready
for use by Lotus 1-2-3.

Sign-on facility, for easy access to the PC-DOS
sub-directories.

Maintenancefacilities, for changing sub-directories, saving macros, etc.
Other commercial products

There are several commercially available softw
are
products designed specifically to allow business
microcomputers to access and retrieve data stored
on mainframes. The first such packages were
announced in 1982 by MSA (Management Science
America), a well-established software package
supplier. Together with its subsidiary, Peachtree Software, MSA has produced Peachlink, which runs
on
an IBM PC. It allows IBM PC users to extract data
from any of MSA s online mainframe applications. By
the middle of 1984, Peachlink had been sold to more

than 350 IBM user sites.

Other mainframe software suppliers quickly followed
MSA's lead. For example, Mathematica Products
Group now provides RAMLINK, which enables an IBM
PC user to download data from a RAMIS II system
running on a mainframe. The data can be formatted
automatically for use by the most popular microcomputer packages, such as VisiCalc and Lotus 1-2-3.
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Traditional service bureaux also are providing software facilities that allow business microcomputer
users to access data stored on the bureaux s mainframes. The implication is that some companies may
be able to bypass the difficulties of connecting
microcomputer users to in-house mainframes by
using databases and software provided bytimesharing bureaux.

INTEGRATION OF MICROCOMPUTER AND
MAINSTREAM APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

The typeof facilities provided by the Conductor software are the first steps towards a much closer
integration of personal computing and mainstream
applications software. To an enthusiastic business
microcomputer user with a business problem to
solve, this may appear to be an irrelevant distraction.
But from the mainstream computing end of the spectrum it probably meansthatall systems should be
integrated through a central database system. Such
a degree ofintegration requires firm control over file
and data formats. It also requires that sensible guidelines be laid down as to which type of applications
(or parts of applications) can be better handled
bya
microcomputer rather than a traditional mainstream
computing solution.

The guiding principle determining which applications
(or parts of applications) are devolved to micro
computer users should be that of personal compu
ting.
The consequences of the user s efforts shoul
d be
restricted to that user and possibly to the subord
inates for whom he or she is responsible. The
personal computing aspects of a system shoul
d be just
that
supporting an individual in carrying out his or
her job, and not impacting anyone else. Thus,
an
application that satisfies any of the following
conditions should be reserved for mainstream proces
sing,
controlled by the management services depar
tment:

The application is to be used routinely by
anyone
other than its originator and his immediat
e work

group.

The application could changeexisting data
that will
subsequently be used by someoneother than
the
originator and his work group.

The applications that are appropriate for
personal
computing fall into the Categories we listed
on page
11. Note that we described these applicatio
ns as job
aids , or tools. Tools that are not usually appro
priate for personal computing in large organ
isations
include:

Compilers or interpreters for Proc
edural lan-

guages.

Mainstream applications packages, suc
h as pay-

roll and bill of materials.
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Any access method permitting updating of data
that is not owned by the originator.
In between these two types of categories there are
a variety of tools that may or may not be appropriate

for personal computing, depending on the purpose

for which they are used. They include application
generators, non-procedural languages with updating
facilities, report generators and file managers.

At present, the few existing microcomputer-main-

frame links are used mostly for downloading data for
local processing. We believe that there is no general
reason whythe link should not be used in the reverse
direction as well. Thus, the microcomputer user could
create a transaction or data entryfile, and transfer
it to the mainframe either for output to disc, tape or

system printer, or for updating master files. A good
example would be the transfer of budget figures from

a spreadsheet to an operational monitoring system.
An essential requirementis that this process should
be authorised by those responsible for the file being
updated, and there seems little reason to control
updates from microcomputers more strictly than
those made from terminals. In practice, the commonest and mostsignificant cases are those in which
microcomputers are used to analyse and updatefiles
held on mainstream computers. Management services personnel should generally be in control of such
processes, especially if normal security systems are
to be bypassed.

IMPACT ON END-USER COMPUTING STRATEGY
Manyorganisations already have well established inhouse timesharing services (or information centres,
to use IBM s terminology) based on their own mainframes. They see these services satisfying many of
the personal computing needsof their businessusers.
As the case histories in the appendix show, the
growth of business microcomputers hasnot, as yet,
had an impact on the demandfor in-house timesharing. Indeed, some organisations told us that in-house
timesharing activities were still the fastest growing
part of their computing workload, even though large
numbers of business microcomputers were being
installed as well.

Mostof the business microcomputersinstalled so far

havebeen installed as stand-alone devices. In other

words, they are being used for a purpose which
differs from those of terminals linked to in-house
timesharing services. Our view is that there will be
a gradual evolution, or merging, of these two types
of end-user computing. Existing timesharing userswill
replace their conventional terminals with microcomputers that can also emulate the terminals. And existing microcomputer users will begin to use them addi-
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tionaliy as terminal emulators to access the
timesharing services. Thus, those organisations with
established information centres already have the
basic infrastructure to allow business microcomputer
users to access mainstream files and applications.
Some would go even further than this, and would
say that the whole orientation of the management
services department should change from being a service department in the traditional sense towards
becoming a more generalised information centre.
The role of the information centre

Some organisations have anticipated this trend by
extending the remit of their information centres to
include responsibilities for business microcomputers.
Exxon Corporation in the United States is one example of a major organisation that has adopted this
approach. Its Client Support Center (CSC)in the New
York corporate headquartersis staffed by four computer professionals and a secretary. They provide
consulting, training and technical assistance in the
application of end-user computing tools to a client
base of 1,200 of Exxon s professionals, managers and
support personnel. From its inception in March 1982,
the CSC has supported a mixture of mainframe and
microcomputer tools. The microcomputers are
viewed both as workstations and as stand-alone
devices. Clients are encouraged to use the
microcomputer either alone for small problems, or as
a terminal connected to the mainframe for larger,
more complex problems. The software selected (for
analysis, modelling, database query, report writing,
graphics and communications) providessimilar functions both on the mainframe and the microcomputer.
Exxon s experience has confirmed that the people
who staff a client support centre mustbe top performers who haveexcellent interpersonalskills. Furthermoretheir technical skills and knowledge of business
techniques should complement one another. The
original CSC team comprised an expert in database
management systems, a second expert in database applications, a financial analysis and modelling
expert, and the team coordinator, who specialised in
distributed processing and microcomputers. All of
them also had extensive business consulting
experience.
Oneof the biggest problems encountered by Exxon s
CSC when it wasfirst established was the lack of
understanding by other computing professionals
about its role and impact on the computing organisation. They perceivedit as an upstart that was competing with traditional systems development staff.
Moreover, it quickly became the initial point of contact between the computing department and the
majority of its clients. No one in the department had
foreseenthe possibility of a conflict. The situation was
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particularly troublesome to the computer department s functional coordinators
senior staff whose
role is to ensure that computingin general is responsive to business needs. This difficulty was resolved
by taking three actions:

An end-user computing education programme for
the computer department wasinitiated.

The CSC coordinator schedules regular meetings
with computing managers and functional coordinators to keep everyone up to date.

Guidelines were established on when and how
either the CSC or the rest of the computing application development function should deal with
clients.

IMPACT ON THE APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT BACKLOG

There is some evidence to support the view that the
growth of business microcomputersis, in part,
a
responseto the applications backlog suffered by most
organisations. Does this mean that the widespread
use of business microcomputers will solve the
development backlog problem once and for all?

Regrettably the answer has to be an emphatic
no .
Indeed, the situation will probably become worse
because of business microcomputers. We have
already demonstrated that business microcompu
ters
have had virtually no impact so far on the formal
backlog, which is made up of:
Redauestsfor changes and enhancements to existing systems (otherwise known as maintenance ).
This typically accounts for 50 per cent (or more)
of the development workload.
Reduests for new applications and systems that
interface with the current systems.

Redquests for new applications and systems.
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Microcomputers can have no effect on the true maintenance workload because it requires modification to
existing programs. Theyare also of limited value at
present in developing new systems to interface with

current systems or system enhancements, because

of the problems ofinterfacing a microcomputer with
the larger computers. (If data processing staff were
more aware of the potential of microcomputers,
however, they might in many instances. be able to

produce simple file interfaces on the mainframe ena-

bling the bulk of development to be carried out on
microcomputers, perhaps by the end user.) Of the
third category, only the smaller applications can be
implemented effectively on a microcomputer. The

inescapable conclusion is that microcomputers at

present are having verylittle effect on the formal
development backlog.

The formal backlog comprises specific requests that
have been made to the applications development
department. Butthis is usually only thetip ofthe iceberg. The hidden backlog, consisting of needs that
are perceived by users but have not yet been submitted as requests, may be even larger. It typically
comprises non-critical items that are required by an
individual or by small groups
tasks that are important, but only to a few people. It is precisely for this
type of task that business microcomputersare being
used. They therefore havethe potential to make a significant impact on the hidden backlog.

But thereis a sting in the tail. The stand-alone
personal applications initially developed for busin
ess
microcomputers are likely to evolve into integr
ated
microcomputer-mainframe systems. Microcompu
ter
userswill demandto be linked into the mainframes
,
so they can access corporate data. These dema
nds
will generate high-priority developmentitems
that are

added to the formal backlog. Thus, in tackling the
hid-

den backlog, business microcomputers are
likely to
generate morehigh-priority items to be added
to the
formal backlog.
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ROLE OF THE MICROCOMPUTER MANAGER

Most of the organisations we talked to had established some form of microcomputing support team,
typically consisting of three or four people. The
detailed responsibilities of the team, and the wayin
which they carry out their duties, depend to a considerable extent on corporate style (centralised or
decentralised; autocratic or autonomous, etc.). Thus,
there is no ideal model for the manager of such a
team. Nevertheless, our research identified certain
common themes concerning the role of the
microcomputer manager, in terms of both successful and less successful approaches. Wediscuss these
under a series of headings, each of which will be
more or less relevant to a particular organisation,
depending on its corporate culture, and the stage it
has reached in the evolution of business microcomputers.

BEST PRACTICES DISTILLED FROM OUR
RESEARCH

If a formal microcomputing support team hasnotyet
been established, we recommendstrongly that such
a team beset up at the earliest opportunity. The discussion below can beseen asa distillation of the best
practices from others experiences, which can be
used as appropriate in setting the terms of reference
for the team and its manager.
Act as a catalyst

To be successful, the initiative for business
microcomputing has to come from the business users
themselves. The very few unsuccessful business
microcomputer installations we heard about were
invariably cases where the users had had a machine
foisted on them. In an organisation wherethereis little or no demand for business microcomputers, the
microcomputer manager must beware of being too
thrusting. Instead, he must strive to create the
environment where users will, of their own accord,
want to use microcomputers. This is probably best
achieved by a general awareness or educational

programme.

In many respects, the role should be one of pump
priming where the aim is to get the business users
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up to speed (in computing terms) as soon as possible.
Anticipate users needs for support

The microcomputer manager and his team should be
ready to respond to users needs, but should not preempt them bytrying to solve the users problems for
them. This means finding a delicate balance between
providingtoolittle help and providing too much. Some
organisations have successfully solved this problem
by specifying a maximum amount of support that will
be provided at any one time. Imperial Brewing &
Leisure (see the case history on page 45) has specified a maximum of four weeks support. In addition,
only one project per division is allowed at any one
time. The Exxon customer support centre mentioned
in the previous chapter limits direct support to a maximum of four hours at any onesitting.

Once again, the emphasis needs to be on providing
just enough support to enable the users to get on with
their own personal computing. The danger of doing
too much is that the user does not learn and the
microcomputer support team hasto grow into a large,
second applications maintenance team.
Be responsive

Nevertheless, when the users do request help or
advice, the microcomputer manager must be ready
to respond. A help-desk or a hot-line telephone number is probably the best way of achieving this. The
team membersstaffing such facility must not only
be technically very good. They must also be able to
deal with business managers at all levels in the
organisation. And they must be thoroughly familiar
with the relevant hardware and software products.
Do not dictate

The microcomputer manager should be ready and
able to offer advice and guidance when it is sought
by the users, but he should avoid, wherever possible, telling the users what to do. At times, this may
well mean standing back and allowing users to make
mistakes. Aboveall, avoid paternalism. The aim is to
build a rapport with the users so that theywill naturally want to seek the microcomputer manager s
advice, and will respect his views.
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Recommendandendorse hardware and software
products

In some organisations, the microcomputer manager
will be able to insist that a standard productis purchased. In others he will only be able to recommend
a preferred product (or products). In either case, the
products endorsed must have been chosen on the
basis of first-hand knowledge. And they must have
been chosen on their ability to meet business needs,
rather than on their technical characteristics.

The endorsed products will also need to be re-evaluated at regular intervals. The business microcomputing marketplace is evolving rapidly. Two years ago
Apples and VisiCalc were the norms. Today, in 1984,
the norm is the IBM PC and Lotus 1-2-3. But 1-2-3
has now been superseded by Symphony. And will the
IBM PCstill be the norm in two years time? Many
peoplebelieve that Symphony and Apple s Macintosh
will be a very powerful combination.

Negotiate group deals with suppliers

Most Foundation members will be purchasing substantial numbers of business microcomputersin the
next year or so. The microcomputer manager should
aim to act as the organisation s purchasing agentfor
these devices, and he should shop aroundfor the best
possible deal for the supply and maintenance of
microcomputers. Substantial discounts for bulk purchases can be negotiated, but price is not the only
consideration. Microcomputer suppliers and dealers
provide varying levels of service and support. The
microcomputer manager should aim to build an Ongoing relationship with a reputable supplier thatis right
for his organisation.

Some organisations have negotiated group-wide
maintenance deals with their suppliers. Others have
calculated thatit is more cost-effective to hold stocks
of spare machines which can be shipped in at short
notice to replace a machine that has broken down.
The faulty machine is then repaired on a time and
materials basis. In practice, personal computing
equipment has been found to be very reliable. Any
faults usually cometo light within thefirst few weeks.

In addition, the microcomputer manager should not
feel constrained to purchase products direct from the
manufacturer. Many organisations, particularly in the
United Kingdom, have found they get an excellent
service from authorised dealers. Indeed, many say
they get a better service from dealers than they do
from the manufacturer.
Generate awareness

As part of his initial pump-priming duties, the
microcomputer manager will need to generate awareness throughoutthe organisation about the potential
benefits of microcomputing. This can be done by run-
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ning in-house capability courses, as do Beecham s
in the United Kingdom (see the case history on page

37). These are short (90-minute) courses designed to

introduce potential business microcomputer users to
the concepts of computing, showing them examples
of what the machines can do and telling them how
they can get started.
As the use of business microcomputing throughout
the organisation begins to mature, capability days can
be held to demonstrate the facilities and features of
new hardware and software products.

Makeit easy for users to take their first steps

Manyof the people acquiring a business microcomputer in the next year or so will not previously have
used any form of computing equipment. The
microcomputer manager should makeit as easy as
possible for these people to take their first steps in
business microcomputing. Once the awareness campaigns and general education programme have
generated the need, the users should then be able
to install and begin to usetheir first equipment with
the minimum delay. Many organisations hold stocks
of starter packages(usually a basic personal computer with a spreadsheet package) that can be
installed off-the-shelf by the microcomputer team.

An initial training package will also need to be
devised. The norm seems to be about two days for
spreadsheet packages.

Allay the fears of data Processing staff

Usually, the microcomputer manager and his team
are not an integral part of the existing data processing staff, and this can lead to potential conflicts. Many
data processing staff (particularly system develo
pmentstaff) are suspicious about the impact that
business microcomputers might have on their career
s.
These fears need to be recognised, and steps taken
to allay them.

In particular, thereis, in large organisations,
a pressing need to educate system developers
about the
potential uses of business microcomputers.
Notonly
do these staff need a better understanding of
why and
how business microcomputers are being
used. They

also need to be able to assess how busin
ess

microcomputers can effectively be included
as elements of more conventional systems.

Encourage informal contact between
users
However good the microcomputer manager
and his
Staff are at their jobs, theywill not be the
source of
all wisdom concerning business microcompu
ting
within their organisation. As the user popul
ation grows
and matures, they will inevitably produce
a fund of
tools and techniques that could be valuable
to other
users. The microcomputer manager should
provide
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a mechanism to enable users to share ideas and
information, so that hard-won experiencesin one area
can be applied in other parts of the organisation.
Some microcomputer managers had tried to set up
program-sharing schemes (usually through a newsletter) but had abandonedthe idea. Their experience
had indicated no demandfor this type of service. We

are not surprised at this. Business microcomputers

are used for personal computing and, almostby definition, an application developed by an individual for
his own use will not be suitable for another user.
In our view, informal contact between users should
focus on the areas of tools and techniques
tricks
of the trade learnt by one user which can be passed
on to others. A newsletter is an excellent medium for
this type of information.
Again, we encountered organisations in which a
microcomputer newsletter had been tried and abandoned. But we were also shown some excellent newsletters packed full with interesting and useful information. The BP case history reports on what we
regard as an excellent model for a newsletter.

Provide applications development expertise

Most business microcomputer users are quite happy
(indeed, they prefer) to develop their own spreadsheet-based applications. However, there will be
application requirements that cannot be met by
spreadsheet packages, and the microcomputer team
should have available appropriate tools and techniques with which it can provide applications development expertise. There are different views about the
most appropriate development tools. Some organisations standardise on Basic. Others prefer to use
higher-level application generators such as dBASE II
or Delta. Our view is that the facilities provided by
these higher-level tools are very comprehensive, and
that they should be used wherever practical.
Be prepared for change

Microcomputer managers mustbe ready and able to
cope with the changing requirements oftheir clients .
Users will run out of capacity, and will want to
upgrade their machines. The microcomputer team
mustprovide a modular and expandable approach so
that, for example, a basic system with 256k of
memory and twin floppy disc drives can be easily
changed for one with more memory and a Winchester
disc drive.

Market the microcomputer team s services

The microcomputer team will be aiming its services,
potentially, at every manager and professionalin the
organisation. These people need to be informed of
what the team s services are, and how they should
set about using them. This meansthat the microcom-
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puter manager needs to undertake some form of marketing, albeit of a fairly low-key type. This type of
activity is particularly important in organisations
where users are not compelled to use the services
of the microcomputer team. Here, the aim will be to
position the microcomputer team as the most obvious group to turn to for advice and guidance about
business microcomputing. Thus, the microcomputer
manager has to demonstrate that his team can provide the best service at a competitive price.
Some organisations have produced a brochure
describing the services offered by the microcomputer
team. Others use a newsletter as the medium. Sometimes the brochure positions business microcomputing as a part of the wider area of end-user computing. For example, the Midland Bank in the United
Kingdom has produced a 12-page glossy brochure
Personal Computing in the Midland Bank . This
documentdescribes (in non-technical terms) the personal computing facilities available via the bank s
information centre, or via Microguide, the bank s
centre of advice, guidance and expertise for
microcomputers. To quote from the document: "This
brochure has been produced in response to many
requests within the bank for information about the
personal computing services available to meet
specific individual needs or to supplement the existing facilities provided by the better-known main
systems.

PLACE IN THE CORPORATE STRUCTURE
The role of microcomputer manager is a new one
and, as we have shown above, the responsibilities are
not only technical. Experience in the United States
has shown that employers often do not know what
skills they require when they set about appointing a
microcomputer manager. In practice, microcomputer
managers have come from a wide variety of functions, including purchasing, sales, consulting, data
processing, engineering and business school graduates. In Europe, the trend seems to be to appoint a
seasoned computing professional who is seeking a
new challenge.
At present, most microcomputer managers report to
the management services director or the data
processing manager, but havelittle direct contact
with the rest of the management services organisation.

An increasing trend in the United States and, we
believe, soon also in Europe, is for the team to be
established as the corporate micro store . (BP s
experience of following this approach is reportedin
the appendix.) Furthermore, corporate management
appears to be pulling such stores deliberately into
the mainstream of their organisations. According to
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research carried outin the United States, an in-house

micro store is morelikely to be established in organiSations with at least several of the following characteristics:
The company operates in a high-technology
business.

The annual revenues are more than $250 million.

The development budgetis at least 15 per cent of
the product budget.

The companyhasatleastfive fairly autonomous
divisions.

Mostof the major divisions are located in just one
city (or within easy reach of each other).

The company employs a large number of professional staff.

The companyhas a senior executive responsible
for planning and corporate development.

The research hasfurther shown that the person running the micro storeis increasinglylikely to be reporting to the chief executive, rather than the manage-

ment services department.

PROFESSIONAL GROUPS FOR
MICROCOMPUTER MANAGERS

Another recent development (again in the United
States) is the formation of professional associations
for microcomputer managers. The Microcomputer
Managers Association (MMA) in Boston was formed
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by an independent vendor who wasselling microcomputer productsto large organisations. He noticed the
trend towards the appointment of corporate
microcomputer managers, and set about determining the degree ofinterest in forming a professional
group. He wassurprised at the response, andhis
Association now has nearly 100 members who meet
monthly to discuss management issues
care and
training of executives, data security issues, and how
to keep control are typical topics. This groupis similar to, but independent of, other microcomputer
management groups in New York and Los Angeles.
The founder of the MMA group now devoteshimself
full-time to running the group. He arranges meetings
and seminars, and is planning an electronic bulletin
board for his members. This would probably be used
to extend discussions of current concern to
microcomputer managers
integration, standards,
security, training, and the relationship with the established managementservices function.

Wedid not hear of any equivalent group in Europe.
This may be due in part to cultural differences
between Europe and America. On the other hand, it
might reflect the different states of corporate
microcomputing on each side of the Atlantic. American microcomputing managers appear to be much
more concerned with sorting out the problems
Caused by an uncoordinated approach to microcomputersin the past few years. European managers are
much more concerned with preventing the problems
happening.
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Business microcomputingis evolving rapidly, and the
number of machinesinstalled in larger organisations
is set to grow very quickly. Various estimates have
suggestedthat, in the United States alone, there will
be eight to ten million personal computers on office
desks by 1990.

Xerox Corporation has made an attempt to quantify
the growth of end-user computing by measuring the
milinstalled computer power (in terms of mips
lions of instructions per second) used for operational
computing and end-user computing in oneofits major
business subsidiaries. In 1970, end-user computing
accounted for a negligible amount of the 3.5 mips
then installed; by 1980 it had grown to nearly 40 per
cent of the 70 mips installed. Furthermore, the study
predicts that by 1990 end-user computing will
account for some 75 per cent ofthe total installed
computing power, which is expected to be somewhere between 1,350 and 2,700 mips. The end-user
computing componentis expected to grow by a factor of between 40 and 80 during the decade.

THE MICROCOMPUTER BECOMES UBIQUITOUS
BY 1990

Webelieve that the use of business microcomputers
will steadily increase and that by 1990 perhaps 90
per cent of managers and professional workers will
use them on regular basis, with an average ratio
of machines to workers of 1:2.

During this period the machines will become more
powerful. Today, most new microcomputers purchased are 16-bit machines. By 1986, 8-bit business
microcomputers will no longer be marketed and 32-bit
machines will begin to be demandedby users. By
4990, these 32-bit machines typically may have
several megabytes of memory and the power of an

IBM 4341.

Managers and professionals will want to own their
ownpersonal computers. But they will also want to
use them in a terminal mode to access corporate
information centres or query the corporate data files.
We have already described (in Chapter 4) the pro-
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found impact webelieve that this trend will have on
the management services department.

In Chapter 4, we also mentioned the emergence of
software products that will allow business microcomputersto link to mainframes for downloading datafor
local processing by a microcomputer package. We
expect more of these products to become available,
making it easier to integrate microcomputer and
mainframe applications. Moreover, software products
are already being announced that are designed to run
partly on the mainframe and partly on a microcomputer. This type of productwill be particularly attractive to mainframe vendors, as it provides them with
the opportunity of locking-in their customer base to
their own proprietary business microcomputer.

But the traffic between microcomputers and mainframeswill not be one-way. At present, management
services staff are alarmed at the thought of
microcomputer users updating centralfiles. We agree
that this is unlikely to happen in a direct way, yet we
can foresee the emergenceof software products and
techniques that will enable this to happen whereit
makes senseto do so. Thus, we foresee an increasing role for business microcomputers asintelligent
data capture devices, for example for the raw data
for a transactionfile, which would then betransferred
to the mainframe and processedin the normal way.

How will the suppliers (hardware and software)react
to this wider market for their products? Whowill be
the market leaders? Will IBM continue to dominate
the market? Whattype of products will they be supplying? We now attempt to answer these questions
by first examining the likely future developmentin
software (operating systems and general-purpose utility software). We then examinethe future relationship
between business microcomputers and office automation, because webelieve that this is really what
office
the microcomputer revolution is all about
And
ls.
professiona
and
automation for managers
likely
most
the
on
predictions
our
offer
finally, we
product and supplier trends.

OPERATING SYSTEMS

The success to date of business microcomputing has
depended at least as much on software as on hard-
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ware capabilities. It was VisiCalc, and latterly Lotus
1-2-3, that enabled business microcomputers to gain
general acceptance. Underlying this user-oriented
software has been the small number of operating systems that havefacilitated the developmentof the
enormously successful business packages. Operating systems will continue to play an important role
in the development of business microcomputers, and
fierce controversy rages over which will be the de
facto standard of the future. Today PC-DOS (or MSDOS)reigns supreme. But will Unix become the future
standard?

There are three main families of contenders: CP/M,

PC-DOS (or MS-DOS), and Unix. Within each of these
there are now a widevariety of products. In addition

there is an enigmatic outsider, Pick and the so-called

integrated operating systems. Wefirst briefly review
the main contenders and then give our viewsfor the
future.

Digital Research s CP/M

CPIM wasoriginally developed in the early 1970s
by
Gary Kildall and John Tarode. By the end of the 1970s
Kildall and Tarode had established Digital Research
and, today, CP/M has evolved into a family
of
products, the best-known of which are:
CPIM 80 which is the generic name for the whole
range of 8-bit operating systems. CP/M 2.2 is the
most commonversion; CP/M Plus has enhanced
features, such as fast file access with disc
caching.
Personal CP/Mis the version of CP/M supplied on
ROM for use in home computers.

CPIM86is a straight re-write of the Original 8-bit
system for use on 8086 machines.
MPIM is the multi-user version of CP/M.

CPI/M-86K is the version used on Motorola s 68000
chip. It was produced originally to compete with
Unix.

Concurrent CP/M is the most recent member of the
family. It has since been renamed Concurrent DOS
(and is sometimes called Concurrent PC-DOS). It
is
a single-user system which allows up to four tasks
to be run simultaneously, controlled via window
s. It
has a local network extension called DR/Net which
has been implemented on several local area networks. In addition, it has manyother facilities not yet
available on rival products. In particular, Release 3.1

provides emulation of Microsoft's PC-DOS, sothat the
huge range of software written for the IBM PC (run-

ning under PC-DOS) can now be used with Concur-

rent CP/M.

IBM s salesmen in the United States have growntired
of waiting for a concurrent version of PC-DOS, and
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have begun to recommend Concurrent CP/M to some
of their customers.

But the most reliable indicator of the significanceof
a new operating system is the reaction of leading software suppliers, and thesetoo are signing up to write

applications for Concurrent CP/M. Examples include

MicroPro (of Wordstar and SuperCalc fame), Ashton
Tate (supplier of dBASE II) and Peachtree.

With an installed base of at least one million, CP/M
has carved out a unique niche in the microcomputer
marketplace.

Microsoft s MS-DOS

MS-DOS s history is inextricably linked with the
success of the IBM PC. In essence, MS-DOS is a fairly
straightforward 16-bit operating system that had the
good fortune to be chosen by IBM for its PC.

The initial version of MS-DOS (Release 1.25) bore a
remarkable resemblance to CP/M. It has since been
replaced by Release 2, which has many enhanced
facilities, including the tree-like directories usually
associated with Unix.

MS-DOSwas originally written by Seattle Computer

Services and was acquired by Microsoft and
developed to meet IBM s requirement. The IBM versio
n

is called PC-DOSand, though it is similar to MS-DO
S,

there are somesignificant differences between
the
two products. The most important is that some
functions, such as cursor addressing, are controlled
by
software incorporated into ROM on the IBM
version
(PC-DOS). These functions are different to
the calls
used in MS-DOS, so PC-DOSsoftware will
run only
on an IBM PC, or a very close lookalike.
(This is one
of the problems that Digital Research has
sought to
address with its Concurrent CP/M produc
t.)

Microsoft does not yet have a multi-tasking
version

of MS-DOS, although it is known to be working
on this

enhancement. It is also dueto introduce windo
w-type
features before the end of 1984, which will
enable
several tasks to be displayed simultaneously
on the
screen, although only one of them will be
active at
a given time.
The huge success of the IBM PC has assur
ed MSDOS's future in the short and medium term.
Butits
long-term success maywell depend on
IBM s continuing patronage. It is possible, for example,
that IBM
may develop PC-DOS independently
of MS-DOS,

Unix

Bythe end of 1985, there will probably be about
half
a million users of Unix worldwide. Unix was
developed
originally in the late 1960s by Ken Thompson
ofBell
Labs (part of AT&T).
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By 1973, Unix had become sufficiently wellestablished within Bell Labs to warrant a re-write
this time in Unix s own C programming language.

C s portability has been largely responsible for the
ability of Unix to run on a wide range of different
machines.
The growing popularity of Unix is due equally to a subtle marketing tactic employed by AT&T. The telecommunications regulatory environment in the United
States in the 1970s effectively prohibited AT&T from
marketing Unix. AT&T therefore decided to provide
Unix at virtually no charge to many American universities, where it was used both by computing science
students and as the environmentin which most other
students learnt the basics of business computing.
That generation of students is now reaching junior
and middle managementpositions. Given a choice,
they would prefer to use Unix.
Unix has now developed to become an interactive,
multi-user. operating system offering a sophisticated
set of features. In order to dothis, it is divided essentially into three layers:

Thekernel, whichinterfaces directly with the computer hardware. This part of Unix handles tasks
such as file input and output, and provides the
multi-tasking features. It needs to be separately
implemented for each new machine.

Theshell, which is wrapped round the kernel. It
is designed to be largely hardware independent,
but can be modified by each supplier to meet
specific requirements. The shell is used typically
to define processing lists to Unix, and can contain logic statements to control the processing.

Utilities, of which there are a bewildering number.
Mostof them are programming aids, andit is this
aspect of Unix that makes the system popular with

programmers.

In some respects, Unix is a retrograde step because
it provides programmers with opportunities to
immerse themselves in technical detail rather than
encouraging them to write useful applications using
high-level tools.

Until recently there has been no standardversion of
Unix, but literally dozens of slightly incompatible
variations. The first attempt at a standard was Unix
System III which emerged from Bell Labs in 1981.

AT&T has since modified this and its new standard
is Unix System V.

So far, Unix has had verylittle impact on business

microcomputing. Yet there are many people who
argue strongly that Unix will become the de facto
standard for business microcomputers. Much of the
speculation centres around the future role of AT&T
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in the:information technology marketplace. The belief
is that if AT&T is a serious contender in the business
microcomputing marketplace, it will use Unix asits
spearhead.
/BM and Unix

But has IBM already pre-empted any move by AT&T?
In January 1984, IBM announced a Unix-like operating system, PC/IX, for its PC. The system was demonstrated at the Uniforum event held in Washington DC.
This was the largest gathering of Unix users and
product suppliers ever held, and was expected to be
a showcase for AT&T andits products. Yet, by the
end of the third day of Uniforum, Unix experts were
predicting that PC/IX will grow to becomethe de facto
standard for all multi-tasking desktop personal computers below $25,000.
IBM's PC/IX is based on Unix System III (Bell Labs
first standard version of Unix), and is now available
in the United States for a once-off licence fee of $900.
Assumingthatit begins to sell in reasonable volumes,
there will inevitably follow a serious flow of Unix business applications software aimed at the everexpanding IBM PC market. But AT&T s push of Unix
System V could well see an alternative set of applications software for that company s products.
For a decade or more, Unix has been regarded by
business users as an academic curiosity. The product
developments outlined above mean that in 1984 Unixbased business applications are beginning to be
created in reasonable quantities for the first time. We
believe that these developments will combine to make
Unix a force in the business microcomputing market.
Foundation members would beill-advised to ignore
Unix.

Pick

The Pick operating system is seen by many as the
only serious rival to Unix. It was designed by Richard
Pick when he attempted to create a truly user-friendly
environmentfor the vast majority of users, who would
not want to know anything about the technicalities
of the machines they were using. By the middle of
1984, there was a worldwide user base of about

14,000.

Pick is built around a relational database and an
English-like query language that can beutilised by
relatively naive computer users to make queries
against the database. Pick also extends the concept
of virtual storage to include the whole of the available disc storage.

The most widespread implementation so far of Pick
has been onthe Microdata range of hardware(as the
Reality operating system), although there are an
increasing number of versions available for 68000-
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based microcomputers. There is also a version for
the IBM PC, and other implementations are imminent.

Pickis typically used by systems houses who develop
application software packages for vertical markets.
Theyfind that Pick s facilities provide them with an
ideal development environment. Theyalsofind that
the built-in relational database andhigh-level enquiry
facilities mean that they do not have to write many
of the reporting and enquiry programsthat would normally be required.

Pick is ideally suited to business applications and
data processing, whereas Unix is suited to scientific, technical and number-crunching applications
(though Unix System V attempts to bridge this gap).

However, Pick has been targeted at software
developers and not at user organisations, and soit
has yet to emerge as a contender in the general business microcomputer marketplace.

A major new release of Pick is scheduled for later
in 1984. This should provide improvementsin the relatively weak area of data communications, and should
also include a C compiler.

This will allow certain releases of Unix to be run as
a sub-task of Pick.

Integrated operating systems

Thereis onefinal class of microcomputer operating
system thatis just beginning to emerge asa serious
contender in the business microcomputing marketplace. These are the so-called integrated operating
systems, represented by Apple s Lisa and Macintosh
(called MacOS).
Such systemsare designed to removethe distinction
between utility programs and the operating systems
needed to support them. Typical features include
multi-tasking, mice, windows and, eventually, multiusers. Pro rata, they require more hardware than
other operating systems and they can be slowto use.
And, asyet, there is not a very large application software base. Nevertheless, many people believe that
this type of operating system will come to dominate
the business microcomputing marketplace in the
medium-term future where ease of use is allimportant.

Future developments in microcomputer

operating systems

In the medium term (three to five years), we foresee
a four-corneredbattle for supremacy between Digital Research s CP/M family of operating systems,
Microsoft's MS-DOS/PC-DOS, Unix (but with two versions striving for supremacy) andthe integrated systems such as Apple s Macintosh. Each will have its
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advocates, advantages and disadvantages compared

with the others, but no clear market leader will
emerge during this timescale. On the other hand

Microsoft, despite its present patronage by IBM,

could cease to be a serious contender in the mar-

ketplace.

The ultimate winner, in our view, will be very different from any of the present products. We believethat
future operating system developmentwill be shaped
by the following forces:
User requirements.

Actions of independent software suppliers.

The emergence of generic processors.

Each of these is discussed below.
User requirements

The most significant user requirements that are at
present poorly satisfied by the four main contenders
are windowing and microcomputer-mainframe interworking.

Amongthe four, Digital Research s Concurrent CP/M
leads the wayin windowing techniques, butfalls short
of the facilities offered by the integrated software
of the Apple Lisa and Macintosh.
There has sofar been very little developmentin interworking. However, as Unix is already available to support timesharing on several mainframes and
minicomputers it could have a head start in this
respect. It is also likely that IBM s PC/IX will be followed by compatible versions for 4300s, 308Xs and
their successors. IBM has now shifted much ofits
new software developmentinto Unix's programming
language, C, and, according to a former senior executive, IBM staff are now talking about Unix revolutionising the entire product range from 8088-based
microcomputers to the largest mainframes.

Actions of independent software suppliers
The most reliable indicator of the future success of
an operating system is the extent to which it is
adopted by the leading independent software suppliers such as MicroPro, Lotus, Ashton Tate, and
Peachtree. Theseareall companies that invest very
large sums in developing products for business
microcomputers. They therefore have to assess
very
carefully which operating systems their Productswill
be designed to run with, and which to develop first
in order to recoup their development funds most
rapidly. For example, Ashton Tate s new product
Framework wasinitially available only on the IBM
PC under PC-DOS with versions for MS-DOS and

CP/M-86 to follow later.
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Emergence of generic processors

In the longer term, the confusion about rival
microcomputer operating systems could be removed
by the emergence of generic processors, able to
provide a virtual environment , which would allow
users to switch rapidly between different operating

systems.

Developments underwayat Digital Research indicate
the way in which this might happen. This company
is currently including Unix in its product development

plans. It has recently announced a deal with AT&T

that is designed to produce a working version of Unix
for the top of AT&T s personal computer ranges. Digital Research has also been commissioned by Motorola to implement Concurrent CP/M on Motorola s
new VME/10 processor (based on the 68000 family),
but running under Unix System V . This version of

Concurrent CP/M will also be written in C. It is also
working for Intel to make Unix System V available on
the iAPX 286 processor.

In addition, Digital Research is pioneering new compiler technologies, based on the C programming language, which make it very much simpler and faster
to develop a compiler for a new processor. The first
product to be created with the new compiler technique is Fortran-77 for Intel s 8086/8088 series of
processors. Thus Digital Research s products have
the potential to provide CP/M, MS-DOS, Unix and a
range of compilers all running simultaneously on the
same hardware
a generic processor.

The potential impact of such a developmentis substantial. Users would no longer be lockedinto a particular model of microcomputer to run a particular
applications package. Digital Research is beginning
to open up the wayfor truly portable applications softwareby allowing PC-DOS software to run under concurrent CP/M without modification. The trend is lead-

ing towards CP/M, CP/M-86 and Concurrent CP/M

applications programs, together with applications
developed under Unix, intermingling under a unified
umbrella operating system.

GENERAL-PURPOSE SOFTWARE

Most business microcomputer users are more
interested in the application software than in the operating system or even the make of microcomputer. It
is no exaggeration to say that the existence of spreadsheet packages has been as importantin the development of microcomputing as have the machines themselves. There have been some staggering successes:
VisiCalc has sold more than 650,000 copies worldwide; Lotus Development Corporation grew in one
year from zero to a $53 million turnover Company on
the strength of Lotus 1-2-3. But thelifecycle of this
type of product is very short, and the race is now on
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to find the market leader for the next generation of
integrated applications-oriented software.
By the time this report is published, several major new
integrated products will have been launched in the
United Kingdom, and a few monthslater in other West
European countries:
Lotus Symphony, a fully integrated package with
which the same data can be freely switched
between the database processing part of the system and the spreadsheet and the word processing module. Initially, Symphony will be available

only for the IBM PC and certain |BM-compatible

products. Later in the year, an upgraded version
is expected for the Apple Macintosh.

Ashton Tate s Framework. This product, from the
suppliers of dBASE II, is designed initially for the
IBM PC, but versions for MS-DOS and CP/M-86 will
be available in the United Kingdom by the end of
September 1984. Versions for the DEC Professional, Apple Macintosh and Unix machines are
being considered also. Framework is written partly
in C, so Unix versions would seem tobelikely. As
well as integration features similar to those of Symphony, the package also includesa form of ideas
processing , which providesthe ability to identify
relationships between ideas within a document.

Peachtree Software s Decision Manager for the
IBM PC. This product can have up to 20 windows
or projects defined, with up to ten displayed on the

screen at any onetime.

In the United Kingdom, these products will cost
$650).
between about £400 and £500 ($500

To date, all of the most successful applicationsoriented software has come from independentsoftware suppliers, not from the hardware suppliers. In
particular, IBM has positively encouraged the
independent software suppliers to produce products
for the IBM PC. But there is evidence to suggestthat
IBM s attitude may now be changing. In the middle
of 1984, IBM announced a range of software products
(initially for the American market) including word
processing, file management, financial analysis,
report writing and graphics. The productsare priced
very competitively at no more than $150 each. The
indications are that IBM intendsto take a larger slice
of the everyday microcomputer software market for

itself. The result could be a price-cutting battle
between the independent software suppliers.

At the same time, IBM is also seeking closer businessties with some of the independent suppliers. An
example is the recent decision by IBM to market Vector International s Everyman database system for the

IBM PC.

These examplesillustrate the trend towards micro-
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computer hardware suppliers taking a much more
activerole in providing applications-oriented software.

MICROCOMPUTERS AND OFFICE
AUTOMATION
Webelieve that the business microcomputer is set
to become the cornerstone ofoffice systems. At the
present time, many organisations have separate policies for office systems and for personal computing,
but the trend is firmly towards the business
microcomputer becoming the building block for office
systems. Most office systems installed so far have
been aimed primarily at the clerical and secretarial
levels of office staff, but the personal computer is the
devicethatis being (and will be) installed in large numbers on the desks of managers and professionals.

Measured in terms of numbersinstalled, the business
microcomputer is catching up rapidly with the more
conventional forms of office systems devices. Amy
Wohl, one of the best respected observers of the
United States office automation scene, has calculated that there were half a million IBM PCs (and IBM
lookalikes) being used as desk-top workstations at the
end of 1983. With a million more dueto beinstalled
in 1984, it will not take the business microcomputer
long to overtake the 2.5 million word processing workstations installed in that country. Wohl hasalso said
that the personal computer has been accepted as the
standard device for the office workstation, and that
it will permanently alter the way in which office automation will work. One immediate effect is that some
equipment makers are seeing their office markets dry
up for specialised word processors, office automation systems and data processing terminals.

The key to the success of the business microcomputer in the office will be the functionality thatit provides, not the technology that underliesit. One of the
main messages of this report is that managers and
professionals will not use a business microcomputer
unlessit provides them with a real business benefit.
Over the past few years, several manufacturers have
introduced new products that they claimed would
revolutionise the whole area of office automation. The
Xerox Star, for example, was positioned as the
Management/professional workstation which was
intended to advance office automation beyond
secretarial word processing.

The Star has not been a commercial success, partly
because ofits high price and partly becauseof its
lack of functionality. It provided a range of adequate
administrative support applications and a very good
word processor, but it provided nothing that

addressed the business needs ofits intended users.

The Star had concentrated on the user interface
(icons, mouse, high-resolution screen, etc.) at the
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expense of function. In reality, the user interface is
a secondary factor. All other things being equal, a system with a better user interface will be preferred. But
a system that provides better functionality will almost
always bepreferred to onethat providesonly a better
user interface.

This apparently obvious observation not only explains

the lack of success of the Xerox Star and other

products, but also explains the success of unsophisticated products such as the Apple and the IBM PC,
and straightforward spreadsheet packages. Automated spreadsheets provide the functionality that
many managers and professionals can use effectively. The business microcomputer just happens to
be a convenient, cost-effective way of achievingthis.
Thusthe main trendwill be towards providing greater
functionality in the office environment.

Earlier in this chapter we reviewedthe likely future
developments in general-purpose applicationsoriented software, where the emphasis will be on
greater integration. But integration will only beof real
value if it provides genuine additional functionality.
It remains to be seen if the emerging range of software products will do this, or whether theywill satisfy
no one except an imaginary user.

The vision of the integrated office of the future
remains just that
a vision. But, in the meantime,
business microcomputers will be installed to provide
particular solutions to particular problems. At some
future date, organisations will realise that these
apparently fragmented developments have created
a new working environment. The key to success is
to ensure that the individual solutions adhere to an
overall architectural vision, so that the end result is
coherent and not fragmented.

Our research has shownthat, at present, mostbusiness microcomputersare being used as stand-alone
devices. The next stage, we believe, is for the
managers and professionals using these devices to
realise that they can be usedto provide an electronic
window on the entire business world. The busy
manager will then want to use the same device for
doing his financial calculations, for sending and
receiving electronic mail, for putting together reports
and for retrieving information both from the corporate
databases and from external sources
stock prices
or commodity prices, for example. Thus, as well as
the needto link business microcomputersto the corporate mainstream systems, there will also be a need
to interlink business microcomputers at the local

level, across the organisation, and between organi-

sations.

An example of the emerging trend is that more and

more business microcomputer users are prepared to

do their own word processing. Some estimates sug-
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gest that, by the late 1980s, nearly two-thirds of

managers and professionals will be doing their own

word processing. This trend has not gone unnoticed
by IBM, which is making its Displaywriter word

processing software available on the IBM PC. We
believe that moves such asthis will lead to the business microcomputer replacing much of the need for
specialised word processing equipment. Francis
Rodgers, IBM s marketing vice president, would not
disagree. He has said The personal computer is a
fundamental part of our office systems strategy .

SUPPLIER AND PRODUCT TRENDS
At present, IBM is the leading force in the business
microcomputer marketplace. Two years ago, Apple
wasin that position. Our research has confirmed that
more IBM PCswill be installed in large European
organisations in the next year or so than any other
make of business microcomputer. But IBM s leading
position will be challenged by three major contenders:
the IBM-compatible vendors collectively, Apple Cor-

poration and AT&T. Already in the United States,

Apple s Macintoshis reported to be selling faster than
the IBM PC. Wepredict that the IBM PC compatibles
will also begin to sell in much larger numbers than
they have doneso far. For example, Compaq, a supplier of an IBM PC lookalike, sold machines worth
$100m in its first full year of operation.
IBM has one major advantage over other business
microcomputer suppliers, however, in the form of the
independent software suppliers. As we pointed out
in the previous section, applications software is the
key to successin the business microcomputer marketplace, and the majority of software is aimedfirst
at the IBM PC market.

Before any other business microcomputer supplier
can hope to be successful it must ensure that the
independentsoftware suppliers are prepared to back
its products. Apple has worked hard to achieve this
with the Macintosh, and may well have sown the

seeds for success.

IBM will, of course, take steps to defend vigorously
its position in the marketplace. Mitch Kapor, president of Lotus Development Corporation, has
predictedthat IBM will make three strategic moves:

It will make future IBM PC parts proprietary.

It will manufacture more of the machines itself. (At
present only the IBM badge is manufactured by

IBM.)

It will become a major PC software developer in
its own right, partly by introducing its own operating system.
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Each ofthesetrendsis already evident. For example,
the 3270 PC includes IBM s own native windowing
software, and a custom keyboard arrangement
designedto receive future generations ofoffice software. Also, IBM is taking steps to reduce its dependence on outside suppliers for peripherals for its PC.
The company s Lexington plantis being modernised
to build a line of new printers, and there is speculation that the Boulder, Colorado plant is being
enhanced to produce the hard and soft disc drives
that have been in such short supply. We have already
highlighted IBM s moves to become a major force in
the applications software market.
The 3270 PCis likely to be the first in a range of
specialised versions of the IBM PC. Each IBM division will be expected to absorb the PC into its own
specialities and sell the integrated result directto its
own target accounts. Thus the 3270 PC was developed by the Kingston, New York group, and the XT
370 is the Endicott, New York group s version of the
PC. These are likely to be followed by PC-based
products from the banking terminals, cash register,
small business and System 36 and 38 groups. Also,
we would not be surprised to see a personal (relational) database PC from the Winchester or Hursley
groups in the United Kingdom.

IBM is also nowoffering a portable version of its PC
(code named Crackerjack). This device weighs 30
pounds, has built-in 9-inch display, dual-sided 360
kilobytes discs and 256k RAM main memorywith its
Intel 8088 processor. It offers comparable graphics
to Apple s Macintosh, controlled by a mouse. In the
United States, Crackerjack is now being shipped in
limited quantities at a price of $2,795. A comparably
a cerconfigured IBM PC would cost about $5,000
can
PC
the
of
cutting
price
tain indication that heavy
be expected to follow shortly.

Industry analysts predict that IBM has a Mark Two
version ofits portable personal computer in the pipeline. This is likely to be a 15-pound device with flat
panel display. The same sources also predict that
Microsoft s Unix-like Xenix operating system will be
available on the portable versions of the IBM PC.

IBM's Crackerjack is priced to be competitive with
Apple s Macintosh. Yet Apple has been careful to
position Macintosh so thatit is not competing headon with the !BM PC. Instead, Apple is striving to provide whatit terms a viable alternative to IBM's standard. Macintosh is not compatible with the IBM and
offers its own proprietary operating system, MacOS.

The lack of IBM compatibility has, so far, greatly
diminished Apple s penetration in large corporate
accounts and, for this reason, many industry
observers predict that Macintosh will be more successful in the home, education and small business
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sectors. Nevertheless, Apple is insistent that it can
widen its horizons. Steve Jobs, chairman of Apple,
believes this can be achieved by adopting the Unix
operating system. Yet, as we discussed earlier, IBM
has also now made a Unix-like operating system
(PC/IX) available on its PC. Thus, IBM and Apple could
well be competing head-on in the same marketplace.

The inclusion of Unix-like operating systems on IBM s
PCs could also divert attention from AT&T's efforts
to become a force in the business microcomputer
marketplace. The industry has been predicting for
about two years that AT&T would be aiming its formidable resources at the business microcomputer
market. To date, progress has been disappointingly
slow. But now AT&T does appear, slowly but surely,
to be getting its act together. It now owns 25per cent
of Olivetti, andis likely to make that company s personal computer products available in the United
States and elsewhere. In addition, it has set up Unix
Europe Limited jointly with Olivetti. It has also commissioned Convergent Technologies, the Californian
office systemssupplier, to develop and manufacture
certain computer products specifically for AT&T Information Systems Inc.

In summary, we foresee a three-cornered battle for
dominance between the major contenders in the business microcomputer marketplace:
IBM, and the suppliers of IBM-compatible systems,
whoare already well established in large corporate
accounts. The main thrust of these products will
be to position them asintelligent terminals that can
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be connected to the corporate mainframes.

Equipmentinspired by the pioneering work done
originally by Xerox on the Star, which has now
been embodied in products such as Apple s Lisa
and Macintosh. These products will be positioned
as the devices that can be interconnected at a
local level to provide support for a working group.

ATAT,which will position its products on the back
of the existing telecommunications infrastructure.
It will also promote Unix as the de facto operating
system standard.
Whatis at stake is the de facto standard for the 32-bit
business microcomputer of the future. 32-bit devices
will not begin to dominate the market until the late
1980s, but in ten years time they will be the norm.
By then, a business microcomputer is likely to be
provided as standard with 10 to 20 megabytes of

memory.

Finally, although in recent years there have been as
many or more new entries into the business
microcomputer marketplace as there have been
failures, we believe this situation will net continue. The
entry costs to the market are increasing rapidly and
it is becoming more and moredifficult to compete
with the leaders. Niche marketswill continueto exist,
the most significant being the own-brand business
microcomputers of the main minicomputer and
smaller mainframe suppliers, but even these will
come under pressure. Few of the independent business microcomputer manufacturers will survive the

decade.
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CHAPTER 7
MANAGEMENT ISSUES

In this chapter we conclude the report by summarising the main managementissues to emerge from our
research. We present these as a series of guidelines,

for Foundation members to consider as they build on

ihe start they have already made in managing the
microcomputer in business.

1.

Recognise there are different stages of

development

Business microcomputing (or end-user computing in
general) will go through several stages of development from initiation to maturity, similar to those postulated for data processing by Richard Nolan. During
our research weidentified three stages: Initiation,
Proliferation and Enhancement. Most Foundation
membersare beginning to move into Stage 2 (Proliferation), although a few are about to embark on the
Initiation stage.

Following these three stages a further two (Integration and Maturity) may develop. Although users move
through the stages very rapidly each stage needs to
be managed in different way, and the management
approach hasto be flexible enough to evolve as the
users progress through the stages. The keyis to get
the timing right, so that issues are dealt with as and
when users perceive them to be a problem. Trying
to force the issues will not work, because users will
have no incentive to co-operate in solving what for
them is a non-problem.

Stage 1: Initiation

At Stage 1, users need support from a microcomputer
expertise centre (an in-house micro store, for example), which can provide them with advice and handsa
on experience. It should also provide them with
and
machines
the
acquiring
wayof
easy
and
quick
the software.

Stage 2: Proliferation
Stage 2 is a period of user experimentation and learnls.
ing, and is not the time to be enforcing rigid contro
least
at
have
to
seem
ers
memb
ation
Most Found
implicitly recognised this in the way they have
implemented their business microcomputer policies.
Some, however, are trying to apply disciplines
inherited from their mainframe standards and proce-
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dures. Our adviceis to let users do their ownthing ,
but in a controlled environment. This meansfinding
the right balance between toolittle control and too
much control. It may also mean standing by andletting the users make mistakes.

One Foundation member usedthe term soft control
to describe the delicate balance that needs to be
achieved. It is a term that captures the essence of
the management approach that is necessary at
Stage 2.

Stage 3: Enhancement

Users will begin to require access to data stored in
corporate and other systems. They will also realise
the limitations of their first-generation hardware and
software. Organisations need to anticipate these
needs and provide for them with appropriate hardware and software policies. They need also to provide a simple initial mechanism to allow usersto get
at the limited subsets of corporate data they require
at this stage.

Stage 4: Integration

The next stage will be integration. We believe that no
organisation, even in the United States, has yet
reachedthis stage, when users will need help in the
management of data networking. The integration
stagewill be the time to focus users attention on data
management issues.
Siage 5: Maturity
Only at the final maturity stage will users be ready
to face issues such as cost-justification.

2.

Educate system development staff

Management services directors and their team of
microcomputer specialists are well aware of what is
happening with business microcomputers in their
organisations. But the rank andfile staff in the systems development departments are in danger of
being left behind. There are two problems that need
to be addressed. First, the staff are suspiciousof the
whole concept of business microcomputing, seeing
it as a potential threat to their own professional expertise and their careers. Second, they are reluctant to
exposetheir lack of knowledge by attending general
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education programmesrun for business managers.
The solution to these problems is to implement a
bespoketraining programme for system development
staff. We believe that this is an urgent need that
should be metatthe earliest opportunity. Unless and
until system development staff have a thorough
understanding of when it is sensible to use business
microcomputers, there will be no chance of integrating microcomputers into an organisation's overall
information processingstrategy.

3.

Plan for microcomputers to be the bridge
betweenoffice systems and data processing

Business microcomputers are an essential element
of office automation for managers and professionals.
They also have the potential to become an integral
part of data processing strategies. They are therefore the keytolinking an organisation's data processing and office automation strategies. This subject will
be further developed in Foundation Report No. 44
Office Systems: Applications and Organisation Impact
(due to be published in November 1984).

4.

Determine and anticipate the need for
microcomputer-mainframe links

Most managementservices departments are assuming that there will be a needto link business microcomputers to the corporate mainframes. At present,
however, thereis little explicit user pressure for such
links and, where there is pressure, users are often
steeredto in-house timesharing systems asa substitute. We believe that there will be a need for such
links, but that it may not necessarily be as widespread
or as imminent as many people currently believe.
Users will demand theselinks only when there is a
real business need for them to do so. But when the
need is perceived theywill not tolerate a delay; they
will want to be connected immediately.

User demands for this type oflink will have significant implications for data management and data
administration. Corporate data collected for one purposewill inevitably be found to be lacking when it is
subjected to close scrutiny by business microcomputer users. There is also a real danger for many
organisations that users will use corporate data
without fully understanding its structure and degree
of incompleteness. In many organisations, user
requirements can be met from summaryfiles specially created for the purpose
live detailed data
is not needed. For someusersthis will be insufficient,
however, and here the shortcoming of present data
will be overcome only by considerable development
effort and substantial increasesin computing power.
User demands for access to corporate systems will
also have significant impact on networking requirements, as will demands to interlink business
microcomputers.
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5.

Do nottry to enforce redundant standards

Business microcomputingis driven by business users
and their needto solve business problems. The underlying technology, or even the suppliers name, is of
verylittle interest to such users. Theyare interested
primarily in the functionality provided by a particular
hardware and software combination. From the users
point of view, business microcomputingis a fashion
business. In 1982, the fashion was VisiCalc: in 1983
and 1984 it was Lotus 1-2-3; in 1985it will be different again.

The same will apply also to hardware. At present, the
IBM PC appears to be the safest option because it
satisfies the present needsof users andit is easy for
system professionals to come to terms with. But
brandloyaltywill not be the same as it has been with
mainframes. Yesterday s Apple users are clamouring now to upgrade to an IBM PC. In the future, the
same users will clamour to upgrade again toa totally
different machine if they perceive it as providing
greater business benefits.
Managementservices departments should therefore
not assume that today s policies will endure for long.
It will be impossible to enforce a business microcomputer policy that does not embrace thelatest developments on the market. An extreme example illustrates
this point. Exxon s New York-based Customer Support Center (CSC) which we have mentionedin Chapter 4 was supporting a widely used spreadsheet package, and planned to migrate users to an advanced
version of the package by 1984. Asa consequence,
it paid verylittle attention to Lotus 1-2-3. Buta senior
manager from oneof the user departments happened
to see a Lotus 1-2-3 demonstration in a New York
departmentstore. The store kindly provided him with
a demonstration diskette, which he brought back
to
the office and distributed to other departments. The
CSC became aware of this when two of the user
managers demandedthat all future spreadsheet
training be based on Lotus 1-2-3. In the past, the
CSC
had handled the promotional activities of conventional
Suppliers, but it had not anticipated a problem from
a department store. The final result was that
Exxon
adopted Lotus 1-2-3 as its standard product.

6.

Beware of the backlash from dissatisfied

users

To date, business microcomputer users have been
quite happy to accept the advice provided by the
microcomputer expertise team. Indeed they have welcomedit. But, as users gain more experience and
confidence, they will begin to question the advice
being offered. Already, they know more about using
microcomputers than do the systems development
Staff. Relationships between users and the management services department will become severely

Dull
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strained if the corporate policy prohibits them from
acquiring what they regard as today s technology.
User dissatisfaction could also surface when users
find that the data extracted from the corporatefiles
does not meet their particular needs.
Look out for alternatives to IBM s de facto
standard

7.

Today, the IBM PCis the de facto standard for business microcomputers. But there are alternatives that
could grow very quickly to challenge IBM s
dominance. Apple s Macintosh is now gaining market share in the United States at the expenseof the
IBM PC. AT&T and Unix-based products could
emerge as powerful competitors to IBM in the not too
distant future. The independent software supplierswill

play a crucial role in determining who the market

leaders will be. But most influential of all will be the
users, who will demand to have the microcomputer
that they believe best meets their business needs.

The business microcomputer market is unlike any
computer market that has gonebefore it. In particular, it has totally different characteristics to the mainframe computer market. It is much morelike a mass
consumer market. As hardware and software features are enhanced, the only reasonsuserswill have
for retaining their old model is their personal investmentin learning how to use the machine and their
investment in data and software. Machines are
becoming increasingly easy to use and data and softwareincreasingly portable. As a result, userswill think
no moreoftrading in a functionally obsolete business
microcomputer than they do todayof trading in a twoyear-old car.

8.

Beware oflegal pitfalls and operational
security problems

Steps must be taken to ensure that users do not
unwittingly fall foul of the law. Two specific issues
need to be addressed. Thefirst concerns the proper
handling of copyrighted programs. These programs
are not sold to the organisation; they are licensed for
use on just one computer, unless additional fees have
been paid. Suppliers of copyrighted programs are tak-
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ing a hardline about copyright infringements, particularly by corporate business microcomputer users.

All users must be awareof their obligations in this
area.

The second issue concerns data protection legislation. Procedures must be implemented to ensurethat
business microcomputer users are also awareoftheir
legal obligations in this area.

There is also the more general area of security. A
floppy disc can contain a lot of confidential and sensitive company data, and is a lot easier to transport
than conventional media. Also, if the user becomes
dependent on his floppy disc data, archiving and
backup may becomeessential operations.
Conclusion

This report set out to address the management issues
associated with introducing substantial numbers of
business microcomputers into large organisations.
The pace of change in this fast-moving areaofinformation technology is sometimes bewildering. New
hardware and software products are announced
every week, and old favourites are made obsolete
overnight. If anything, the pace of change will
increase in the foreseeable future.

End-User ComputIn Foundation Report No. 30
ing (published in July 1982) we predicted that enduser computing would be the next major era of computing development. That era is now well underway,
the two main thrusts being business microcomputing and in-house timesharing. We believe that the
issues exploredin this report provide the framework
within which business microcomputers can continue
to be introduced in a coherent and imaginative way.

Business microcomputers have already provided substantial benefits to their early users. As they spread
throughout the organisation, the benefits will multiply. In addition, provided that it continues to take a
positive and constructive attitude towards their use,
the managementservices department has the opportunity to substantially increaseits influence and standing in the eyesof the rest of the organisation.
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APPENDIX
CASE HISTORIES

SUMMMARY OF THE CASE HISTORY
EXPERIENCES

The case histories reported in this appendix have
been chosen to represent the range of different
approaches being adopted by Foundation members.
Mostof the other organisations we spoke to, or whose
plans we reviewed, have adopted a policy for business microcomputers which is similar to at least one
of those reported above. In fact, there was a remarkable degree of uniformity in the experiences related
to us, the only significant differences being between
different countries
and even these were differencesin timing rather than fundamental differences
in approach.

In France, for example, Foundation members have
been slower to adopt the IBM PCasthe de facto standard for business microcomputers. The reason for
this is that the main software packages (including the
PC-DOSuser interfaces) have only recently become
available in the French language. Business microcomputers are used for personal computing by ordinary office staff, not by computer professionals.
Office staff will not be prepared to work with computer systems that require them to use English (or,
more accurately, American). The importance of
different-language versions of microcomputer software was also emphasised by a member in Sweden.
The lack of Swedish versions of popular software
packages has also slowed downthe introduction of
IBM PGsin that country.
Another national difference concerns the degree of
satisfaction with microcomputer dealers. In the
United Kingdom the majority of companies purchase
their business microcomputers from a dealer, rather
than direct from the manufacturer. From the comments wereceived, many organisations in the United
Kingdom have found they get a better service from
a dealer than they do from the supplier. In France,
by contrast, there was universal condemnation of the
lack of support provided by dealers. The experience
had been that dealers wereonlyinterested in selling
boxes; users wereleft to unpack the various elements
of a system and had to connect them together them-

Some of the companies we spokewith provided additional insights not explicity mentioned in the casehistories. One Dutch companytold us about the analysis it had carried out ofits total applications portfolio.
The applications storage requirements had been plotted against the number of applications with that
requirement, and had produceda left-skewed distri-

bution, as shownin Figure A.1. The peakofthe dis-

tribution occurs at between one and two magabytes
of storage. Every application to the left ofthis line is
now a candidatefor a cost-effective microcomputer
application. However, technological developments
are pushing the dividing line rapidly to the right.

The overall picture to emerge from the casehistories is that, in these large organisations, business
microcomputers have not been allowed to proliferate in an uncontrolled way. The situation may well
be different in smaller organisations, but we did not
set out to investigate these because practically all
Foundation members are large organisations.
According to reports emanating from the United
States, the situation is different on that side of the
Atlantic. Much oftheliterature relating to experiences
in the United States suggests that business
microcomputers have been installed in a haphazard
and uncontrolled way. A recent article in Datamation
Figure A.1
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selves. Dealers in France also did not provide any
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suggested that American companies are now having
to appoint Micro Marshals the modern-day equivalent of the Wild West Marshal , whose task is to
round up

the microcomputers that have been

installed and to introduce some law and order.

The experience in Europe, at least amongst large
organisations, is very different. The typical evolution
of business microcomputers here began with a few
enthusiastic users acquiring their own machines. No
more than about six to twelve machines were
installed in this way before a central policy for acquiring microcomputers was formulated.
More often than not, the policy wasinitiated by the
management services (or information systems)
department. As a result, all of the managementservices departments we contacted are confident that
they are now at least aware of the existence of most
of the microcomputers that have been installed.
In some companies, the corporate style allows the
policy to be mandatory and explicitly enforced. In
others it can only be advisory. Nevertheless, even this
latter group have been remarkably successful in persuading the rest of the business to adopt the
preferred microcomputer as the standard. The
experience has generally been that, apart from the
very few enthusiastic users who are prepared to do
everything themselves, most users (and potential
users) welcome the advice available from a central
group of microcomputer experts.

BEECHAM GROUP
The Beecham Group manufactures and distributes
pharmaceutical and consumer products (groceries,
toiletries, drinks, etc.). We spoke to the Information
Systems Controller (Anthony Bargioni) about the
group s approach to managing the introduction of
business microcomputers.

Development of the microcomputerpolicy

In the middle of 1983, Beecham set up a two-man
microcomputer support team within the information
systems department. It is led by an ex-chief programmer (for whomit has been a refreshing challenge ),
working with a new graduate-level recruit who knew
a little about microcomputers. The team is part of
Beecham s information centre. The style of the centre
is very user-oriented becauseit is managed by an

ex-user.

The micro team has deliberately adopted a low-key
approach. Anthony Bargioni describesit as a softlysoftly velvet glove approach . Beecham s management style provides the divisional directors and
managerswith a lot of autonomy, and any attempt
to dictate to the business about which microcom-

TheButler C
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puters should be used would have been counterproductive. Instead, the team has set out to become
the natural point of reference in Beecham for access
to microcomputing expertise, and so gain leadership
by common consent and not by authority. Its services
are provided free of charge to anyone in Beecham
who wishes to use them.
Prior to the formation of the micro team, Beecham
had acquired a mixture of Apples, Commodores, etc.
( at least one of everything ). These machines had
been bought by enthusiastic users who were determined to do their own thing as far as microcomputers were concerned. Nevertheless, Beecham s
experienceis that this type of user is the exception.
Most potential users of business microcomputers
now welcome the advice and guidanceavailable from
a central team of microcomputing experts.
The micro team s preferred standard machine is now
the IBM PC, although user departments are not compelled to use this equipment(nor, indeed, to use the
team s services). Since the team wasset up, there
has been no example of users independentlyinstalling
their own microcomputers, and all of the machines
installed have been IBM PCs. Thetotal is now about
40 IBM PCs, 16 of which had been installed in the
month before we spoke with Mr. Bargioni. He estimatesthat the installed base will increase to about
100 machines during the next 12 months.
All equipment and software is purchased out of the
user s departmental (or divisional) budget and, in
theory, users may purchase these items from any
source. However, the micro team has a preferred
supplier (with whom it has negotiated discounts for
bulk purchases). In practice, all microcomputers are
now purchasedfrom this dealer. At the time we spoke
to Beecham s staff, the micro team was in the
processof negotiating a single microcomputer maintenance agreement for the whole of the Beecham
Group.
As part of its marketing effort, the micro team has
produceda leaflet advertising the 90-minute IBM PC
capability course it runs. (A copy of the leaflet is
reproducedin Figure A.2.) This leaflet is distributed
widely throughout the Beecham Group, and there has
been rushto enroll on the course. Ten such courses
were held during the period March to June 1984.
Microcomputer users and applications

Mostof the microcomputersare being used by middle
managers and professionals (particularly accountants), and almostall of the applications are based
on spreadsheet packages. There is a small amount
of word processing, however, typically by accountants who have produced somefigures via a spreadwant to put some text
sheet package and then
around the figures . A limited number of applications
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Beecham s in-house personal computing promotionalleaflet

: Beechaii UK. Computer Services

PERSONAL
COMPUTING

PERSONAL COMPUTING AND
THE IBM PC
Personal Computers are here to make our lives
easier. They can take the hard work out of those
vital but time-consuming businessactivities such as
planning and budgetting leaving you free to

concentrate on the morecreative tasks essential to

the growth of the business.

Our presentation introduces you to personal
computing using the IBM PC and demonstrates
LOTUS 123, a program which replaces paper,
pencil and calculator to help solve large numberorientated problems. This easy-to-use package
turns numbers into reports instantly and at the
touchof a key,will produce quality graphs anda
lot more......

In addition, wewill be discussing other software
available for the IBM PC and its communications
ability with our Beecham House main computer.
You needno special skills to operate a Personal
Computer. This session aims to take away the

mystery surrounding microcomputers and

Events: March - June
1984

packagesare also used on the microcomputers, and
a few bespoke programs have been written in Basic,
etc. To date, any bespoke programming has been
subcontracted to an outside agency with the information services department controlling the contractor, but in the future internal expertise will be developed. Anthony Bargioni estimates that all of the
microcomputersinstalled so far are being used regularly for an average of two or three hours per day.

The micro team is not involved in cost-justifying the
microcomputer purchases or the applications for
which they will be used. The responsibility for this
rests firmly with the users. The information services
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acquaint the business professional with the latest

personal computer tools.

To book a place on one of these sessi
ons, please
ting John O Hara at Beecham House on
ext. 2145
or return the attached reservation slip.

department believes that cost is not an issue when
users are considering whether to install a business
microcomputer. In general, users are prepared to pay
a few thousand pounds to geton to the personal computer learning curve.

None of the microcomputers installed to date has
been connected to the mainframe, and very few have
been interlinked via micronets or local area networks.
Wheresuch inter-connections have been made they
have been for economic reasons (cost savings
brought about by sharing resources), rather than for
functional reasons (sharing data or files between
microcomputers). Beecham believes that the latter
requirement will develop only slowly.
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Impact on the information services department

End users in the Beecham Group are offered two
basic choices: timesharing via the mainframe service

provided by the information centre; or stand-alone

microcomputers. So far, there has always been a
clear-cut reason for suggesting one route or the other.
The information centre s timesharing service is the
fastest growing part of Beecham s computing activities (the users have
already used up one mainframe ). The information services department does
not believe that the increasing use of microcomputers
will cause this growth to slacken.

Most of the work being processed on business
microcomputers is new computing work. In general
the microcomputer applications have not replaced
centralised data processing activities (nor have they
shortened the development backlog).
Thus far, microcomputing has had verylittle impact
on the central data processing function, but information services staff are now beginning to experiment
with mainframe-microcomputer links. They foresee
these links being used to extract files for local
processing on a microcomputer.

The biggest impactso far of the growth in personal
computing has been to increasethe visibility of computing in general in the Beecham Group. Anthony
Bargioni believes that the approach adopted by his
department for managing the introduction of business
microcomputers has helped to enhance the standing of the department within the company. The information services department is now perceived as
being supportive of business needs. It is no longer
perceived as promoting technical solutions for the
sake of preserving (or expanding) its own technologies or areas of influence.

Future developments

At present, there is a small amountof informal contact between different microcomputer users. The
micro team intends to establish a formal mechanism
to allow users to swapideas, experiences, problems,
etc. via user meetings and a regular newsletter.

The information services department believes thatit
is unlikely that the present generation of business
microcomputers will be adopted as the de facto standard for an integrated management workstation.
They do not look right on the executive desk .
Beecham s view is that two or three more genera-

tions of hardwarewill be required before this concept
becomes a reality.

One concern expressed for the future is that the
impending United Kingdom data protection legislation
could inhibit the uses of business microcomputers.
Dh an arama
The Butler
Cox Foundation
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Beecham believes that the biggest management
issue in the planning of future systems architectures
is how to develop a clear view as to where it is more
appropriate to use a local personal computer as
opposed to a mainframewith its vast source ofdata.
Today's PC technology does notyet offer a complete
alternative, but it will within two years. Beecham is
confidentthatits base of compatible technology and
knowledgeable personal computing userswill enable
it to exploit to the full the ultimate solution when it
does become available.

BP INTERNATIONAL
We spoke to Chris Kent, who is manager of the
Microcomputer and Terminal Support Branch ofInformation Systems Services (ISS). ISS was established
in January 1983 as a supporting service within BP
International. It is available to provide information and
related services to the group head office departments
(corporate planning, etc.), to the ten international
business streams (oil, exploration, chemicals, etc.)
and to the other supporting services (accounts,
engineering, etc.). The rest of the BP Group may
chooseto use outside contractors or providethe services themselvesif they so wish. ISS must therefore
compete in the marketplace to obtain its business.
Its normal territory is the group headquarters which
are based in Moorgate, central London, and in
Harlow, Essex.

Chris Kent s group advertisesitself within BP as the
Microshop . It has been established to serve the
microcomputer and word processing needs of BP s
Moorgate and Harlow offices, though it will accept
business also from other parts of BP. Other parts of
the worldwide BP Group also have their own teams
of microcomputer experts.
From the beginning of 1984, Microshop also assumed
responsibility for the supply and support of computer
terminals. The rationale for this move was to bring
the responsibility within ISS under one branch for the
supply and supportofall terminal equipment, whether
microcomputer, word processing, dumb terminal,
printer or plotter.

Reasonsfor establishing Microshop

The Microshop concept was adopted because ISS
managementrecognisedthe potential danger of BP s
many autonomous units installing whatever microcomputers took their fancy. In particular, ISS was
concerned about the very great difficulty of connecting every conceivable make and type of microcomputer into the corporate networks. ISSis notin a position to dictate to its clients, however. Information
systems users are free to choose whether to use ISS
services, or build and run their own system, or use
the services of an outside contractor.
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ISS therefore decided to establish a microcomputing
advice centre (the Microshop) which would recommend and promote a small set of options. The aim
is to provide a comprehensive service, both to people
who know exactly what they want and to members
of staff who know nothing about microcomputers. In
particular, Microshop aims to provide the latter group
with an easy way oftakingtheir first steps in microcomputing. Chris Kent has coined theterm soft control to describe the wayin which Microshop hasset
about directing BP s overall microcomputer effort.

Development of Microshop

Microshop opened for business at the end of June
1983. In addition to Chris Kent, there were nine other
staff. Two of these were experienced word processing support consultants whoseroles weretransferred
to Microshop. Others were recruited specifically to
work in this new enterprise. The newrecruits are typically young graduates with two or three years commercial experience. One has mainframe programming and systems experience; one transferred from
a technical area within BP where he had experience
of providing technical data processing support (he is
also a home computer enthusiast); another specialises in communications between microcomputers
and other systems. Chris Kent predominantly has a
general data processing background. He had previously been a business systems analyst.

Potential microcomputers users are under no compulsion to use Microshop s services. Chris Kent therefore has to provide a service thatis at least as good
as his competitors . He has identified the competition as being the local microcomputer dealer and
door-to-door salesmen . Microshop therefore aims
to provideall of the facilities (and more) found in a
high quality microcomputer store, plus bigger discounts. The aim is to channel all business for the
recommended products via Microshop. Chris Kent
estimates that nearly all business microcomputers in
BP s head office departments are now bought from
Microshop.

Products endorsed by Microshop

An early task for Microshop was to identify the
products it was going to endorse. Asfar as business
microcomputers were concerned, it was clear that
the requirement would be for 16-bit machines with
at least 256k memory, twin double-density floppy disc
drives, and with room for expansion (more memory,
hard discs, etc.). The Microshop staff evaluated the
microcomputer productsof all of the suppliers whose
mainframe or minicomputer equipment was already
installed in BP (predominantly IBM, Univac, and DEC).
The original list of microcomputers endorsed by
Microshop was:
DEC Rainbow.
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DEC Professional.

IBM PC(and XT).

Wang Professional.

Hewlett-Packard HP 120.

Hewlett-Packard HP 9816.
In addition, the DECmate II and the IBM Displaywriter
were endorsed as the preferred dedicated word
processing machines.

The endorsed machines were selected for their
potential networking capability, rather than the availability of suitable software. The original list of software products supplied and supported by Microshop

was:

Database systems: Condor and dBASE II.

Spreadsheet packages: VisiCalc, Multiplan and
Lotus 1-2-3.

Word processing packages: Wordstar, Select and
Spellbinder.

By March 1984, the list of endorsed hardware and
software products had evolved, with some of the original products being removed and new ones added.

Figures A.3 and A.4 respectively list Microshop s
hardware and software product lines as they stood

in March 1984. (This information was published in

the March 1984 edition of the monthly Microshop
Bulletin.) Microshop makes it clear that it can supply
other software packages, but does not directly support them. The microcomputer user community is
encouraged to contact the Microshopstaff if they
have experience of a package that compares favourably with an endorsed product. New products will be
addedto the list if they are of a high standard and
there is sufficent demand for them.

The most popular hardware products are (in descending order of popularity): DECmate IIs, IBM PCs (and
XTs), Wang PCs, DEC Rainbow (and Professional),
Hewlett-Packard PCs. (For the time being, Microshop
is not prepared to endorse any IBM PC compatible
machines.)

The most popular software product is Lotus 1-2-3,
which is
supplied with virtually every microcomputer .

Responsibilities of Microshop

Microshopsets out to actlike a microcomputer dealer
within BP. It has a demonstration room where potential customers maytry out the various machines and
software facilities. Stocks of the endorsed products
are held, so they can be sold (or rented) off-the-shelf
to customers.
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products

Product

General purpose

microcomputers

DEC Rainbow
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BP Microshop slist of endorsed software
products

Product description

The base model micro which runs CP/M and

MSDOSoperating systems. Can expand to

256kB of internal memory. Twin 400kB dise

drives.
DEG Rainbow Plus| The Rainbow with a 10MB Winchester disc and
potential expansion of memory to 892kB.
DEC Professional The PDP-11/23 shrunkeninto a Rainbow sized
350
box. Runs its own operating system whichis
based on RSX.
1BM PC
The original! Comes with twin 360kB floppy.
disc drives and PCDOS operating system
whichis very similar to MSDOS. Caneasily
expand to 544kB memory.
IBM XT
IBM PC with oneofthefloppy drives replaced
with a 10MB Winchesterdrive butslightly more
expandable in terms of memory and epticns:

Can expand to 640kB of memory.

Wang Professional | Similar features to the |BM but has an excellent
computer
wp package and is comparable with a dedicated wp machine.

HP'150

The new MSDOSmicro from HP. Physically

Dedicated
word processors

one of the smallest but most powerful in the
Microshop range. Touch sensitive screen.

:

DECMate Il word

A dedicated word processor which offers an

IBM Displaywriter

More powerful and moreexpensive than

processor

i

option to allow use of computerapplication
packages such as Multiplan and Condor.

DECMate.
WangProfessional| See under

computer

Terminals

Pericom 7800

DEC (various)

IBM (various)
UnivacUTS 4000.

i

range

:

General purpose above.
2

Most of the microcomputers and word pro-

is preferred, orit has facilities not available on
the micro, weofferguidanceand Seep DL

_| The most commonperipheral requested is a
printer and we normally|recommendthat the
printer whichwe r
| whichis theQume

thesamesupletter quality

mmend for the IBM PC
da jisy-wheelprinter

*This information was published in the March 1984 edition of MicroshopBulletin.

By the end of 1983, Microshop had supplied nearly
200 machines, although just over half of these were

DECmate Is which will be used for dedicated word

processing. (Chris Kent says there was

a pent-up

for word processing in BP, which was

unleashed bythe establishment of Microshop.) In the
same period more than 500 people hadvisited Micro-

Butler G

it not particularlyeasyto |

Spreadsheet

Multiplan

: Lotus 723

:

Database

Condor

: available forDECMateCP/M.

Spreadsheet and graphics com

Co

_| Apowerful but easy touse progra

onaimostall our coh

Graphics

See above. Graphics limitedto pie chart
charts, et Supports HP. colour plotte
matrix pri
3 well as co
if
availab|
HP Graphics 150. Excellent and:versatile aefo new HP
a
oe 150. Supports| HP collour plotter.

Lotus 1-2-

Communications

to larger systems ifa communications line is
available. For thosesituations where terminal

| printer and computer are fr
plier. An exception to this i

demand

rdvwp package ae

5

cessorslisted above canalso act as a terminal

| these temnnes

Peripherals
Various

: Wordstar
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*This information waspublished in the March 1984 edition of Microshop Bulletin.

shop. In his end-of-year review Chris Kent said the
success stories of 1983, as far as the UK is concerned, are the IBM PC and Lotus 1-2-3 .
In the first four months of 1984, a further 100
machines were supplied, with the majority still being
dedicated word processing systems. In the ensuing
twelve months, Chris Kent anticipates that Microshop
will supply a further 700 machines, with the emphasis switching to personal computers. In particular, he
believes that, once the IBM 3270 PCis available in
the United Kingdom, it will be installed as a replacement for conventional 3270 terminals: In addition, he

anticipates that a lot of IBM PC XTs will also be
installed.
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Most of the business microcomputers are being
bought by junior managers and professionals. Chris

Kent does not find this surprising because personal

computers are being positioned astools (job aids)for
these types of office worker. Nevertheless, his experienceis thatall levels of seniority are just as interested
in using microcomputers.
Microshop staff are not involved with ongoing user
support or applications development. They will demonstrate the application developmenttools that are
available, and will recommend a particular software
product. Butthe final choice is up to the customer ,
andit is then the users responsibility to build and run
their own applications. At the time we spoke to Chris
Kent, Microshop staff were recommending Lotus
1-2-3 as the first choice for spreadsheetapplications
(with Multiplan as the second choice). For word
processing, the preferred products were Wordstar
and Seiect, although Chris Kent believes that IBM s
recently announced Displaywriter II could well become the first choice.

Instead of providing ongoing support for microcomputer users, Microshop prefers to recommend the
training that should be undertaken. Training needs
might be met by the producttutorial (VisiCalc and
Lotus 1-2-3, for example), by external coursesor via
the ISS training branch, which makes extensive use
of video-based self-instruction material.

Once a

customer

has decided to purchase a

machine, the Microshop staff will configure andinstall
the equipment. There is also a well-publicised
Microshop hot-ine (with an easily remembered
extension number) that users can call for advice and
guidance. Microshop maintains a supply of standby
units that can be shippedout at very short notice to
replace faulty units. Users are charged an annual fee
for this fast response service, the aim of which is
to replace faulty equipment(at least in London) within
one to two hours.

Microshop hasnot neededactively to solicit business
and, if the anticipated growth occurs, it will not need
to do so for at least the next year or so. Nevertheless, it does aim to makeitself highly visible throughout the BP Group, so that potential users will automatically consider using the services it provides. Staff

are encouragedto walk into the Microshopto browse,

but are advised to make an appointmentif they want
a specific demonstration. In addition, Microshop runs
a series of open days and seminars which focus on
specific aspects of its services.

The Microshop Bulletin

The most important vehicle for marketing Micro-

shop s services to the BP Group is the Microshop
Bulletin. This newsletter is published at approximately
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monthly intervals, and is edited by Chris Kent and one
of his staff. It is distributed to about 1,000 BP staff

members, mainly in London and Harlow, but some
copies are sent to BP Germany and the Gulf coun-

tries. An electronic version is also available for users
of BPFILE, BP s in-house electronic mail system.

The Microshop Bulletin contains news and views,
feature articles, notices about forthcoming events,
and product reviews. The Microshop hotline telephone number appears on every page. Material published in the news and views section hasincluded:

Announcementof a new version of DECmate with
a CP/M option, together with a list of its main
features and possible uses.

A reminder to users to return their software registration cards to the software company. If they have
not registered, they will not receive notice of any
enhancements or free upgrades.

A warning to users not to copy software, pointing
out that Lotus Development Corporation is taking
legal action for several million dollars against a
major American companyfor allegedly making a
dozen illegal copies of Lotus 1-2-3.

Notification of the availability (on floppy disc) of a
one-cell spreadsheet which triggers the useof the
£ (pound) sign with the American version of Lotus
1-2-3. Many users had not found an obvious way
of achieving this, and this facility was developed
by one of BP s users.

Notification of the existence of a public file available to BP s Unix users. This file contains advice
from a user who has been experimenting with
using his IBM PC as a terminal to BP s Unix
system.
Advice from the ISS training branch aboutthetraining available within BP for microcomputer users.

Feature articles have discussed topics such as:

Security and back-up on microcomputers.

Communications and microcomputers.
Spreadsheets explained.

Microcomputer database packages andtheir uses.

A review of the state-of-the-art of portable personal
computers.

The article dealing with security and back-upintroduced microcomputer usersto the dangers of ignoring these issues. It exhorted users to think back-up .
Users were warnedof the possible sources of contamination for a floppy disc (backshelf of a car, under
a coffee mug, sticky fingers, tobacco smoke and ash,
bending them to see how floppy they really are,
exposure to electromagnetic fields, etc.).
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Oneof the potential electromagnetic hazardsidentified was BP s internal mail transport system. This
prompted a series of tests in which magnetic tapes
spent three weeks moving continually around the system. They emerged unscathed, asdid the floppy discs
that were subsequently tested in the same way.
The biggest problem noted with floppy discs occurred
when they were put into an envelope, and a ballpoint
pen was usedto write the address on the envelope.
Pressure of this nature could easily corrupt floppy
discs.
In the spreadsheetarticle, users were provided with
a list of questions they should ask when purchasing
this type of product:
Whatsort of on-screen help is available?
Whatis the documentation like?

Whattypesof reports can be produced?(Is it possible to merge text with the contents of a spreadsheet model?)

Can information be exchanged between spreadsheets?

Are there any graphics capabilities?

Inthe review of Microshop s productline (see Figures
A.3 and A.4) published in March 1984, users were
provided with a checklist of points to consider when
looking for a software package. This checklist is
reproduced in Figure A.5. Users are urged to make
sure they see the software running and to ask as
many questions as possible. If possible, the person
who will use the system should attend the demonstration, and should bring some samples of the data
to be processed.

Forthcoming events advertised in the Microshop
Bulletin have included:

A portable computer open day, where staff were
invited to come and see for themselves some of
the products discussed in the featurearticle. The
open day wasalso designed to allow Microshop
staff to gauge how much demandthere might be
for portable computers.

Office systems demonstrations.

Announcement of the forthcoming launch of the
HP 150 personal computer at BP.

Demonstrations of the IBM PC version of the
Focus database management system.

Demonstration of the Votan V5000 voice processing system.

Future developments

The Microshop role in BP will evolve to meet the

Figure A.5
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BP s checklist of points to consider when
choosing a package

Function:

Does it do the job, as you have defined it, perhaps with

the aid of the salesman in defining the nature of your
requirement?

Use of features:
Most keyboards havefunction keys, often labelled
help

Use ofhelp:

etc. Does the software use these keys?

insert ,

If you type in help , what does it do? A good program will
even show you howto use the help facility.

Easy to use:
There is usually a trade-off between ease and speed ofuse.
Avery easy-to-use system, perhaps menu driven, might turn
out to be too slowfor a user after a few days of experience.
A good program will let you bypass the menus with commands, or invoke commands to bring up menus.

Training:

Does the software include a computer-based training

course or at least a training manual?
Is there any other sort of training course available? Users
of even the simplest system can benefit from a few hours

of concentrated training, perhaps a few hours away from
your desk andthose everyday distractions. Remember that
ISS can offer training facilities, often in-house, on most of
our products.

Documentation:

Documentation is a good sign of the quality of a program.
If you can t get something up and running within the first

chapter or so, the program may be too complex to use.

Good software is often so easy to use that the manual is

moreofa last resort, to be used for reference rather than
every few seconds, but when youneedit, it has to be good

A reference document should have contents as well as
alphabetic index.

ls the documentation well produced physically? Do the
pages fit the binder? Are they clear to read and properly
typeset or just a bundle of photocopies?

Compatibility:
If you already have a machine, does the software run under
your operating system? Is the data compatible with other
programs in use? For example, using the Condor database
package, one can send output to textfile rather than the
printer or the screen. Can the word-processing program

handle this text-file? Ask to see this done.

Upgrade path:
As programs evolve, the manufacturer will bring out new
versions of the software and perhaps the manuals. Will you
have to pay the full price for the upgrades? Are new versions fully compatible with older versions, ie. will they read
old files correctly?

changing and growing requirements of BP s microcomputing user community. Chris*Kent sees the use
of 16-bit microcomputers as being at the proliferation stage of their evolution, and believes that the
rate of growth will begin to slacken by about the
middle of 1985 (16-bit microcomputerswill then enter
the maturity stage of their evolution). In his view, the
next major cycle in the use of business microcomputers will be concerned with interlinking microcomputers via local area networks or mainframes. He
expects this type of development to begin its proliferation stage in BP during the first half of 1985.
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Chris Kent also foresees a declining need for dedicated word processing systems as more word processing functions and software are included within
the PC environment. With networking, electronic mail
and other text handling services will become more
importantto the general end user ofinformation ser-

vices. There will still be a need for dedicated word

processing, however, to produce high-quality external correspondence, for example. But even this need
will diminish as inter-company electronic mail
becomesestablished.

BROOKE BOND OXO
End-user computing in Brooke Bond Oxois controlled
by the User Support Group (part of the Management
Service Division). A major responsibility of the group
is to provide a service similar in concept to that of
a conventional information centre. Mainframe-based
end-user computing is well established in Brooke
Bond Oxo and, becauseof this, the company does
not anticipate much demandfor stand-alone business
microcomputers.

The five staff in the business systems departmentof
the user support group implement (or develop) end-

user systems in one of two ways:

Byusing end-user computing tools.

By developing bespoke systems for end users.

The end-user computing tools are madeavailable via
a VMICMS timesharing service operating on the company s mainframes. Standard mainframe software
packages such as ADRS, SAS, Graphpac, and I.C.U.
are used, together with Lotus 1-2-3 running on IBM
PCs. APL is used to design bespoke end-user systems, both for the mainframe and for the IBM PCs.
Some specialist end users have developed their own
PC-based systems in APL, but these are purely standalone applications that are supported technically by
the business systems department. The bespoke systems developed for end users are referred to as
tactical systems development .

The user support group is physically and organisationally separate from the I/S Development (Mainframe) Group, and reports direct to the management

services controller.

Thetactical use of APL by the user support group has
proved very successful, particularly in the following

areas:

Developing bespokelow-cost systems that quickly
can provide a pay-back.

Prototyping potential mainframe applications.

Some of the systems developed in APL by the busi-
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ness systems departmenthave not been transferred
to the conventional data processing environment
because of the need to respond quickly and economically to the users frequently changing information
requirements. APL hasproveditself particularly useful in this respect.

Development of the microcomputerpolicy

Early in 1983, the user support group evaluated four
different business microcomputers before deciding

to standardise on the IBM PC. The main selection

criteria was that the microcomputer should be cap-

able of supporting APL and be able to communicate

with Brooke Bond Oxo s IBM mainframes. At the time
wespoke with Tony Hanrahan, manager of the user
support group, six IBM PCs had been installed in the
company s headoffice. One of theseis lent to potential microcomputer users by the user support group.
An additional six IBM PCs have been installed in
Brooke Bond Oxo s factories, one each at the six
main sites.

Anyone in Brooke Bond Oxo whobelieves he has a
need for a stand-alone microcomputer mustwrite formally to Tony Hanrahan. The prospective user must
enclose a capital expenditure request form signed by
a main board director (for purchases in excess of
£5,000), together with a written justification signed
by his divisional director. All hardware and software
(including business microcomputers) is purchased
centrally on the managementservices budget. Costs
are not recharged to the user departments. However,
all divisional directors and controllers in Brooke Bond
Oxoreceive a monthly statement showing how much
of the total management services budget has been
spent on their behalf.

Mainframe spreadsheet package acquired

Tony Hanrahan stated that, in Brooke Bond Oxo, the
current prime mover for acquiring a personal computer is the need for spreadsheet analyses. Lotus
1-2-3 was quickly recognised as an exceptional
product thatprovidesfirst-time computer users with
an excellent application which could be easily learnt
andapplied in their business environments. However,
the company s sales, marketing and financial planners, who werethe main usersof the product, quickly
outgrew the facilities provided by 1-2-3, and this has
led the companyto identify the need for a mainframebased spreadsheet system.

As a result, Brooke Bond Oxo has acquired a mainframe spreadsheet package (Dataport, developed by

APL Plus), which will be made available via the inhouse timesharing service. This product hasinterfaces to most of the well-known end-user Packages
(SAS, Lotus 1-2-3, VisiCalc, etc.) andit is worth noting that the business justification for spending
£15,000 on this package was written by users, not
by the User Support Group.
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Dataport has also been interfaced successfully with
several mainframe information systems, thus providing users with the means of generating their own ad
hoc enquiries.

Low growth of PCs predicted

Looking twelve months ahead, Tony Hanrahan anticipates that the number of IBM PCsinstalled in Brooke
Bond Oxo s head office will have grown steadily to
about 12. He believesthat this relatively low number,
and low growth rate, will be due to:
Spreadsheet processing power being provided via
the mainframes. The infrastructure to allow this to
happen (networks, terminals and user support) is
already in place. Adding spreadsheetfacilities to
the mainframe will remove much of the need for
stand-alone microcomputers.

A high percentage of Brooke Bond Oxo s current
information needs are being addressed by large
online information systems developedin the late
1970s and early 1980s. As a direct result of these
developmentsthere is already a high penetration
of computer terminals in most of the major operational areas of the company.

Mostpotential users of business microcomputers
already have easy access to a 3270-type workstation.
Tony Hanrahan thereforebelieves that the IBM 3270
PC will provide Brooke Bond Oxo with an excellent
opportunity of introducing a multifunctional terminal
whichwill not only provide direct access to corporate
databases, butwill also provide personal computing
facilities with the extracted data. The economic
growth of personal computing in Brooke Bond Oxo
will therefore morelikely be addressedvia this route.
Use of microcomputers in factories

Although we have specifically excluded factory use
of microcomputers from the scope ofthis report, it
is instructive to review briefly Brooke Bond Oxo s
strategy in this area. The business emphasis of the
companyis in the marketing, sales, distribution and
finance areas, and computing systems have concentrated on providing support to these functions. The
production processes are essentially straightforward
and, hitherto, there had been very little demand for
computing services by the production side of the
business.

The ManagementServices Division has decided to
provide an IBM PCto each of the six main factory
sites and, although several stand-alone systems have
been designed by the business systems department,
the majority of the systems currently in operation
were designed by the users themselves. Guidelines
for the system development procedures, and advice
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on documentation and backup, were provided by the

user support group.

The Management Services Division believes that
production management quickly will confirm the
potential benefits of using computing in their own
environments. As a consequence, they will develop
their ideas beyond the capacity and scope of standalone systems and, eventually, will require direct
access to the corporate databases.
The provision of PCsin this way is seen as a tactical
movethat will allow the user to develop his ideas at
his own pace, andin so doing will permit the Management Services Division to extend computing power
throughout the company in a controlled fashion.

Impact on the business

No IBM PC hasyet been connectedto the mainframe,
though Tony Hanrahan anticipates such a link in the
very near future. Microcomputers will then be able
to download extracts from the corporate databases
and process them locally. Initial concern expressed
by the data processing staff about users accessing
and using corporate data was overcome by formally
recognising the controls and procedures required to
address data security, ownership and integrity. Tony
Hanrahan told us that the capacity of users to learn
and effectively apply end-user computing tools in their
business environments came as a revelation to many
of the data processing traditionalists.

The Management Services Division sees business
microcomputers as a tactical weapon that can be
used to complementthe established mainframe environment, notonly for prototyping new systemsbut also
in the development of systems thatinitially could not
justify the cost of mainframe developments. Personal
computers (and end-user computing in general) will
make computing much morevisible for end users.
Tony Hanrahan believes that, as a result, userswill
be able to relate more readily to the money that
Brooke Bond Oxo spends on computing. The overall
effect will be to enhance the status of the management services division throughout the company.

IMPERIAL BREWING & LEISURE
The Management Services Department of Imperial
Brewing & Leisure Limited is responsible for the computing activities in each of the group s operating divisions. The principal business activities are in brewing, distributing andretailing beers and other alcoholic
drinks. Each division has its own business systems
manager, who reports to divisional management. The
business systems managers are appointed with the
assistance of the head of management services and,
usually, they have a management services background. Their role is to act as the interface between
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the divisions and the management services depart-

ment.

A company-wide policy for microcomputers was formulated in the first quarter of 1982. The policy was
fully endorsed and actively supported by the main
board. The main elements of the policy were:
A four-man micro systems team, which reports to
the head of managementservices and provides
supportfor all microcomputer users throughout the

company.

A rigidly enforced hardwarepolicy. Originally the
standard hardware wasthat of Apple and Superbrains. More recently, Apple has been replaced by

the IBM PC.

Project support provided by the micro systems
team is limited to a maximum of four weeks per
project.
The micro systems team undertakes only one
project at a time for any particular division.
No charges were made for support provided by the
micro systems team.

The applications have to be stand-alone personal
computing (for example, departmental budgets,
spreadsheetforecasting, personal filing systems,
etc.).
Development ofthe policy

By the end of 1981, the various divisions in the company had acquireda total of about six Tandy II microcomputers, which were being used for very specific
applications (maintaining ledgers in finance functions,
for example). Technical staff in the management services department saw the needfor an overall policy
which would control the impending proliferation of
microcomputers throughout the business. At the
initiative of the head of management services, the
micro systems team had been established in November 1981. At that time, microcomputers were seen
as a natural extension of the company s existing
policy of implementing decentralised computing on
minicomputers, and the person appointed to head the
team hadpreviously been responsible for evaluating
and selecting the decentralised computing equipment. (Prior to that, he had been a programming
manager within the management services department.)
Early in 1982, the head of the micro systems team
prepared a paper with the aim of setting out clearly
the team s objectives, methods of working, areas of
contact with the operating companies, and the types
of system to be developed. This paper became
Imperial Brewing & Leisure s microcomputer policy.
By May 1984, 150 microcomputers had been in-
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stalled. Fifteen of the microcomputers were being

used in the management services department for
support and development work. From now on, most
microcomputers being installed will be either IBM PCs
or Texas Instruments PCs (with the emphasis on the
former).

The IBM PC was chosen as one of the standard
machines because the managementservices department believes that the widest choice of software will
be available for this particular business microcomputer.
The Texas Instruments PC was chosen because the
company s distributed computing is based on Texas
Instruments minicomputers (more than 50 have been
installed). The TI PCs can link to the minicomputers,
but this has not yet been implemented.

Microcomputer applications and users

Typical microcomputer users in Imperial Brewing
& Leisure are depot managers and people in staff
functions. Their main use of the microcomputers is
in collecting statistics and presenting accumulations,
analyses, etc. Examplesinclude analyses of mileage
claims or expenses by region. As Figure A.6 shows,
a wide variety of software packages are being used
to implement these applications. By implication, the
figure also shows that many of the microcomputers
are running more than one type of software.
Figure A.6

Use of microcomputer software in Imperial
Brewing and Leisure
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When the use of the microcomputers is analysed by
type of application, more than 20 different types have
been identified. The most frequently mentioned are:
Statistics and trends (mentioned 39 times).

Company/business unit administration (mentioned
24 times).
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DCFcalculations, ledgers and analysis (mentioned
22 times).
Record keeping and analysis (mentioned 16 times).

Personnel records (mentioned 10 times).
Data capture (mentioned nine times).

Word processing (mentioned five times).

For spreadsheet applications, users receive about
two days support from the micro systems team. They
are then encouraged to set up their own applications

using VisiCalc, Lotus 1-2-3, etc., although the micro

systems team will sometimes develop this type of
application. In general, all other development work
is carried out by the team, normally using dBASE II,
although a small number of users have been trained
to use this package themselves. Very few users program their own applications in Basic. Those who have
tried to do so havelearnt that programmingis not as
easy as they thought it would be, and havepreferred
to use development tools such as dBASE II.
The conventional route for acquiring a microcomputer
(or adding a new application to an existing one)is for
the division s business systems manager to prepare
a list of possible applications. One of these applications will be implemented by the micro systems team
as it carries out its round robin developmentcycie.
In practice, some of the business systems managers
are now beginning to implement applications themselves on behalf of their divisions. This move is welcomed by the managementservices department, who
see all responsibilities for business microcomputers
ultimately being devolved to the divisions.

The typicalstarting point is for a user to be provided
with what the micro systems team describes as a
pure personal system. Such a system comprises
stand-alone basic hardware (Apple or IBM PC), dot
matrix printer and twin floppy disc drives, together
with VisiCalc (or VisiPlot or VisiFile), Lotus 1-2-3, or
something similar, and the appropriate package
tutorial. The essential characteristic here is that the
users do everything themselves. The micro systems
team provides the minimum ofinitial support. After
that, the team is not particularly concerned with what
the system is used for. About 40 per cent of the
microcomputers are being used solely for this type
of stand-alone personal computing.

Experience has shownthat users reach the limit of
what they can do with spreadsheets (with a basic
Apple/VisiCalc system) within about six to 12 months.
They then want their application to be enhanced or
expanded. Typically, this leads to the micro systems
team either selecting an application package to meet
the users growing needsor (more likely) developing
a bespoke application using dBASE II. About 40 per
cent of the microcomputers are now being used for
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a mixture of pure personal applications, application packages and/or bespoke systems.
An increasing trend identified by the micro systems
team is for users who have had an Apple with VisiCalc
for as little as 12 months to demand to trade-up
to an IBM PC. Usersperceive the IBM PC as being
today s technology and therefore as the means of
overcoming the constraints of basic spreadsheet
applications.

Experience with using dBASE II

The micro systems team manager describes dBASEII
as the highest level of
filing system application
generator . He says that in addition to goodfile
handling facilities, it also provides a high-level structured programming language that producesreliable
code. The micro systems team has developed a set
of standard dBASE II building blocks for file handling,
updating, etc., and this enables the outline of a new
application to be working very quickly (typically in a
few days). The facilities provided by the language
make it very easy to incorporate a high degree of
changes during the development phase. Users are
therefore able to work with the microcomputer expert
during the development phaseto clarify their requirements. In other words, dBASE II is used to set up a
quick prototype, which is then modified to produce
a fully working system
all within the space of four
weeks. As a result, the maintenance workload for
dBASEII applications is very low. The micro systems
team spends only about 10 per centof its time on
maintenance.
The company s experiences of dBASE II leadit to
describe the product as a high-productivity tool ,
because:

Program listings are usually short (two or three
pages), which makesit easy to work on a program
developed by someoneelse.

Problems can often be sorted out over the telephone. The team keeps duplicate program listings
in its offices. If a user reports a problem, the
required change can usually be specified over the
telephone, and the user can beinstructed to make
the change.

dBASE II provides true applications portability
between different makes of microcomputer. For
example, it is very easy to move a dBASE II application from an Apple to an IBM PC.

Responsibilities of micro systems team

The primary purpose of the micro systems team is
to provide a controlled environment in which business
users can make the mosteffective use of microcomputers. This is achieved through the rigidly enforced
hardwarepolicy (any exception has to be sanctioned
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individually by the head of managementservices) and
by providing the minimum of support necessary to
enable users to take full responsibility for their own
personal computing hardware and applications. The
team s role is seen very much as pump-priming , with
the objective of introducing business users to microcomputersin a controlled but non-dictatorial manner.
The team manager endeavours to make his group as
visible as possible throughoutthe business, but does
not actively market or sell his services. There is
enough demand without promoting the team s
services.

The micro systems team does notinvolve itself with
cost-justifying either the machinesor the applications.
The responsibility for this rests firmly with the users
managers. If the user department believes it can
justify the machine and the application, the team will
install it
providedit fits within the overall policy.
The hardware and software are purchased centrally
by the managementservices department(volume discounts have been negotiated), but the cost of these
itemsis recharged to the user departments or to the
local business systems manager s budget.

The decisionto limit support to a maximum of 20 days
was taken early in 1982. At that time a standard
microcomputer configuration (including software)
cost about £3,000. Twenty days support would have
been recharged at £2,000. It was felt that the total
of £5,000 was high enough to enable something
useful to be done, but low enough for the business
units not to worry too much about the cost.

The manager of the micro systems team believes that
one of the keys to the successof his department has
been the policy of not charging for support provided
by the team members. He feels that high chargesfor
support would deter users from making use of the
team s services, and would encourage them to try
to do more for themselves. The consequence would
be uncoordinated implementation of microcomputer
applications throughout the business.

The team allocates as much ofits time as possible
to developing new applications. In practice, this
amounts to about 60 per cent. The team manager
summarises the development approach in the following way:
Usethehighestlevel application generator thatwill
do the job, even if it does not produce the most
elegant result. The higher the level of generator
that is used the less is the need for documentation.

Avoid programming in Basic whenever possible.

Makethe maximum use of standard, duplicated
system structures (dBASEII standard modules, for

example).

As mentioned above, the team also spends about 10
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per cent of its time on application maintenance activities. A further 10 per centof the time is taken up with

providing advice and guidance, mostly over the tele-

phone, but also by running in-housetraining sessions.
The team tried, unsuccessfully, to establish a company-wide microcomputer users newsletter. The aim
wasto appraise users of the applications that had
been developed elsewhere in the company, and so
avoid the needto re-invent the wheel .
The team manager believes thatthis initiative failed
because, in reality, thereis little scope for replicating personal computing applications in different business areas. By its very nature, personal computing
is bespoke, thatis, tailored to meet an individual s
needs. There was no needfor a newsletter because
the business systems managers should be able to
identify the applications that could be re-used within
their particular business area. Any scopefor re-using

applications in a different business area would be
recognised by the micro systems team.

Finally, the team spends about 10 per centofits time
in evaluating software products and other facilities.
Evaluating and selecting microcomputer
application packages

Before building a bespoke application for a user, the
micro systems team will, as a matter of course, try
to find an application package that meets the need.
In practice, the team often fails to find a suitable package. Packagesare excellent for standard applications
such assales ledgers. But, almost by definition, personal computing is concerned with doing something
which is non-standard.
Nevertheless, some microcomputer packages are
used successfully (the preparation of export documentation, for example). The micro systems team
manager offers the following advice for selecting and
evaluating microcomputer application packages:

ldentify potential packages from the published
directories of available software.

Contact the supplier to request a copyof the basic
literature describing the package. If the supplier
has not responded within three days, remove them
from the list of potential suppliers.
Talk to the supplier, rather than to other users. Ask
for a demonstration of the package.

Avoid software where the supplier claims he has
a skeleton system that just needs a bit of customising .
Look for packages which have an installed base
of at least 10.

Lookfor suppliers who are well established (which

The
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means they have been in business for at least 18
months).

Do not spend more than £2,000.

The micro systems team is aware that the microcomputer applications package supply industryis still in
its formative years and is evolving rapidly. It will be
two or three years before reputable market leaders

appear. Nevertheless, the team has been delighted

with the reliability of the software it has purchased.
The difficulty has been that promised enhancements
or additions to a package may not appear because
the supplier has gone out of business.

Another problem with application packages is caused
by package salesmen making direct contact with
users. This problem is tackled by creating an environment where users will naturally want to consult the
micro systems team and/or their business systems
manager before purchasing an applications package.
Impact on the business

Nearly all of the microcomputers installed so far are
used regularly
ranging from about two or three
hours per day to about two hours per week. However,
the micro systems manager is doubtful if the
machines and applications installed to date can be
justified in terms of reduced direct costs. The majority
of the applications are concerned with some form of
performance monitoring. Hopefully, the results of
these applications will therefore lead to better busi-

ness performance.

In general, the microcomputers are used at present
as a tool to help business people do what they would
have needed to do anyway. The benefit provided by
microcomputers is that the tasks can now be done
more frequently, more accurately and more completely than before. Thus, microcomputers are not yet
being used to break new ground in business terms.
All age ranges are using business microcomputers,
but younger people are more prepared to make
creative and innovative use of them.

Nevertheless, the management services department
believes that microcomputers have the potential for
making a huge impacton the business. In particular,
business microcomputersallow professional systems
staff to gain access to areasof the business where,
hitherto, there has been no computing.

One change in attitude that the micro systems team
manager has noticed in the past 2% years is that noone any longer questions the amount of money that
needsto be spenton installing a microcomputer and
its associated software.

Impact on the management services
department

The major benefit to date of Imperial Brewing &
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Leisure s widespread use of microcomputers has
been for the management services departmentitself.
Hands-on experience with microcomputers has made
users far more computer literate , and the head of
managementservices saysthatlife has been made
a lot easier because users now understand better
manyof the problems faced by managementservices
staff. As a consequence, managementservices staff
are now perceived as being much more supportive
of the business needs.
Nevertheless, apart from establishing the four-person
micro systems team, the introduction of microcomputers has not had significant impact on the responsibilities or workload of the management services
department:
The mainstream computing development backlog
has not been reduced, becausevirtually all of the
microcomputer applications are new computing
work which would not have been implemented on
the mainframes or minicomputers.

So far, all of the microcomputers have been used
for stand-alone applications not linked to the company s mainframes or minicomputers. However,
the managementservices department anticipates
that such links will be required by about the end
of 1984, so that users can extractfiles for local
processing on their microcomputers.

Atpresent, there is no business need for microcomputers to share files and data. Thus, there is
not yet a functional requirement for microcomputers to be interconnected via someform oflocal
networking schemeor via the corporate data network. (Several networked clusters of microcomputers have been installed
but for the costbenefits of sharing resources, such as hard discs,
rather than for file and data sharing.)

Future developments

The management services departmentestimatesthat
the total market for business microcomputers within
the company is about 250, andthatthis limit will be
approached by about the end of 1985. In addition to
this growth, many of the earlier systems installed
(mainly Apples) will be replaced by IBM and TI PCs.
Thus, in terms of numbers of microcomputers
installed, the growth will begin to slacken off. Most
of the growth will in future come from new applications being added to existing machines.
Other developments foreseen during the same period
include:
An increasing demand for microcomputer users
to access central data held on the corporate mainstream systems.
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Anincreasing need for microcomputer applications to share files and data, which will lead to an
increased requirement for them to be interconnected via micronets.

Multi-user application generators (such as a multiuser version of dBASE). These products will also
lead to an increased demandfor microcomputers
to be interlinked.

A needfor more general awarenesstraining in the
business aboutthe usesto which business microcomputers can be put. There is also a need for the
business systems managersto be trained to appreciate better the opportunities for using microcomputers as an element of a wider systems
requirement.
In the longer term, the management services department believes that business microcomputerswill be
the cornerstone of electronic office systems. At
present, however, the companyhasa separatepolicy
for word processing, electronic typewriters and so
forth. In the words of the micro systems team
manager: The timescale will be longer than | thought
two years ago .
He is also concerned that, in the future, business
microcomputing will become more complex. Until
recently, business microcomputing was very straightforward. A CP/M package would (nearly) always work
with your version of CP/M. Today, the package purchaser needs to know which version of the operating system is being used, and whether it is single or
multi-user (or task). The packages themselves are
also becoming more complex, with several functions
integrated into one product.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) is the United Kingdom s largest industrial company. Its principal businessis in the international production and sale of
chemical products. ICl is a decentralised multinational with a divisional structure. The structure is
beginning to change and certain service functions,
including computing, are beginning to be provided on
a more corporate basis.
The use of business microcomputers is seen within
ICI as an essential element of information systems
for middle managers and professionals, with the
introduction of microcomputers being coordinated by
the Corporate Management Services Department
(CMSD). ICI has standardised on the IBM PC andthis
policy has been endorsedat boardlevel. All business
microcomputers now installed must be IBM PCs
unless specific permission is given for another model
by a managementservices director.
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Wespoke with Colin Davies, ICI s Interactive Computing Manager (a jobtitle which represents what he
used to do, rather than what he does now). Mr.

Davies group provides technical support and devel-

opment to the whole ICI group in the following areas:

Application software available on the corporate

interactive services.

Integrated office technology.

Workstations, together with local applications and
their integration with the above two areas.
Other groups in CMSD are responsible for the design
and implementation of all networksin ICI and for the
managementofall the mainframe computing centres.

The department is therefore responsible for all

aspects of end-user computing in the company,with
the exception of end-user support whch is carried out
by local information centres .

Developmentof the policy

In the mid-1970s, ICI set up a working party to examine the interactive computing needs of engineers
and technical staff in the company. Colin Davies, who
wasa chemical engineer with experience of processcontrol computing and computer-aided design, was
the engineering representative on the working party.
The group realised that the interactive computing
needs of engineers and technical staff could not be

consideredin isolation to those of their commercial

and administrative colleagues (for example, the
accountants who were using external timesharing
services). It was also aware that early microcomputers were beginning to be used by various parts
of the business.

The working party recommendedthat a senior man-

ager be appointed both to developa corporateinteractive service and to developan ICI strategy for enduser computing. In 1979 Colin Davies was selected
for the job, and today he claims to be running one
of the largest timesharing bureaux in Europe. There
are now several DEC machines available on this

basis, and an IBM VSPC network which has 3,000
users

many of whom program in Basic.

In early 1981, in common with certain other timesharing bureaux, the interactive service began to examine
the potential for business microcomputers amongits

users.

Several machines were evaluated, and some work
wasdonein linking microcomputers to the timesharing mainframes. As a result of these investigations,

Colin Davies led a study team drawnfrom divisional

management services which recommendedthat ICI
should standardise on a single business microcomputer. Towards the end of 1982 the team set about
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producing the specification for ICI s ideal workstation. The key requirement wasfor a multifunction
terminal with the following characteristics:
3270 and VT100 emulation for accessto the corporate systems.

Viewdata (videotex) access.

Graphicsfacilities. (A separate study had proposed
that the bulk of the graphics intelligence should
reside in the workstation.)

Local processing capability (spreadsheets, word
processing etc.).
A number of machines, including the DEC Rainbow,
appeared at first to be more attractive, but in the
middle of 1983 the BM PC was chosen asthe standard. During the first half of 1984 about 500 IBM PCs
were installed throughout ICI.

Reasonsfor choosing the IBM PC as a
standard

The IBM PC was chosen in preference to other
machines because:
The DEC Rainbow has no expansion bus. Thus,
there was no scopefor third-party hardware enhancements.

The DEC Professional used a proprietary operating system and processor. ICI s view wasthat standardising on the Professional would therefore be
too restrictive. The same applied to the Apple Lisa;
the elaborate user interface was not considered
to be worth the constraints (or the price).

More powerful hardware, such as the Motorola
68000, lacked software that could utilise its latent
capability. By the time such software appearedit
wasfelt that the equivalent Intel 80/286 processor would be available.

The IBM PC usesstandard components; it has an
expansion bus, which opens the wayfor all types
of third-party hardware enhancements; and IBM
positively encourages customers andthird-party
suppliers to produce application software for the

PC.

The IBM PC s operating system (PC-DOS) immediately became a de facto industry standard.

However, ICI does not use standard IBM PCs.
Instead, it sees the IBM PC as providing a standard
framework that will need to be enhanced to meet
ICl s specific needs. CMSD has specified components for use within ICI, including memory boards and
expansion boards from third parties. It has also
designed a user-friendly menu-driven front end for

the IBM PC. This provides a standardinterface toall

of the standard software available on ICI s cus-
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tomised version of the IBM PC. It also includes a
Lotus 1-2-3 link to the DEC and IBM mainframe systems, and to the in-house viewdata systems. (The
viewdata board replaces the keyboard ROM on the
PC to provide viewdata graphics character sets.)
ICI currently does not make much use of colour,
because the present standards are considered
unsuitable for continuous use with text and data. But
the Hercules graphics board is used extensively to
provide monochrome graphics.
In the future, ICI is likely to standardise on a different keyboard for its IBM PCs. CMSD believes it now
has sufficient experience of using the PC to define
ICl s requirements for an ideal keyboard.
ICI believes that IBM has set the standard for business microcomputers, and that future products from
IBM will keep to that standard. CMSD has made it
clear that if IBM should attempt to develop hardware
or software of a more closed, proprietary nature,
shutting out third-party involvement, ICI would stay
with the existing standard. At the present time, ICI
would be reluctant to purchase IBM PC compatible
machines because you never get 100 per cent
compatibility. The dilemma is that as soon as an
improvementis made (for example, higher graphics
resolution) some compatibility is lost .

All IBM PCs and third-party enhancements are purchasedat a substantial discount via one dealer (Micro
Business Systems
MBS). MBScarries out all of
the customisation before delivering andinstalling fully
tested systems. Colin Davies sayshe is very happy
with the service provided by MBS considering the
volume of business it has had to contend with over
a short period oftime.
Many dealersare able to provide good service to a few hundred users but very
few can service thousands of machineson a national
level. All maintenance of ICI s IBM PCsis also carried out by MBS.
Standard software products chosen

At present, ICI staff use about 12 software packages
including VisiCalc, SuperCalc, Multiplan and Lotus
4-2-3. By the time this report is published, the standard software product for business microcomputers
in ICI is likely to be Lotus Symphony. When we spoke
with Colin Davies, ICI had just cormmenced beta testing Symphony. This new product from Lotus supersedes 1-2-3 by providing all of the features available
in the older product together with word processing,
multi-window and other facilities. First impressions of
Symphony s word processing facilities are very
favourable, although he stressed that factors such
as text interchange standards must be considered
before the extent of its use could be defined. ICI has
developed conversion aids thatwill allow its users to
change existing applications from SuperCalc to Sym-
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phony. (Lotus will provide a similar aid for Multiplan
to Symphony conversion.) The intention is for all standard applications, including mainframe links, to be
available via a simple menu system.

ICI has developed a software product(called Conductor) that allows mainframe applications to interface
with Symphony. This software will be available from
ICI as a commercial product at aboutthe time this
reportis published. (A brief review of the product can
be found in Chapter 4.) The software enables an IBM
PC running in 3270 emulation mode to log on to one
of the corporate IBM mainframe systems. (Note that
ICI does not intend to purchase many 3270 PCs; it
will use IBM PCsand XTs with emulation capabilities.)
The user then downloads a series of 3270 screen
images to his PC, and the software passes through
a template that selects the data for local processing. The data is then automatically formatted ready
for processing by Symphony.

Similar facilities are available for extracting viewdata frames, and files residing on DEC machines,
combining them with data extracted from corporate
databases and outputting the results via Symphony.
Microcomputer users and uses

A wide range of staff in ICI use business microcomputers, ranging from directors to secretaries, but they
are used mainly by senior and middle managers. The
emphasis so far has been on using microcomputers
as an extension of conventional data processing systems, particularly where there is a requirement to
access several different systems. Microcomputers
are seen as the route to a single terminal per desk
(instead of several dumb terminals, each accessing
a different system). It is expectedthat theintelligence
in the micro will considerably simplify log-on procedures and mainframe enduiry.
Most of the stand-alone use of microcomputers
involves spreadsheet-type applications
budgets,
forecasts, project progress chasing, planning, etc.
Once a business microcomputer has been installed,
CMSD doesnot attempt to control the stand-alone

applications thatit is used for. However, Colin Davies

suspects that very few new userswill write their own
programs in Basic. He described the use of his own
IBM PC (mainly Lotus 1-2-3 and word processing) as
evolving over a period of time to becomeaninvaluable aid to his job efficiency. One interesting benefit
is that he and his secretary can now bypass the need
for shorthand. As he dictates, she keys straight into

the IBM PC. He can seethe text immediately on the

screen, and can editit in real time . (This is the only
100 words per minute continuous voice input device
he knowsof but it is not for sale!)
The initiative for installing business microcomputers
comesboth from users and from CMSD staff. Colin
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Davies says that users awarenessof what a microcomputer can be used for is increasing all the time
(as a result of the recent series of television advertisements, for example). However, CMSD staff do not

actively market PCs to the business

this is the job

of the local information centres and in many cases
they are simply trying to cope with user demands.
All business microcomputers are purchased, and are

therefore capital expenditure items. Some ofICI s

divisions have obtained a blanket capital expenditure
authorisation to anticipate future needs, so that new
microcomputers can beinstalled at very short notice.
All of the machinesinstalled so far are being used
regularly. There is no example of any gathering dust
on a shelf.
Future developments

ICI expects to install large numbers of IBM PCs during
the next two years. Colin Davies estimates, that by
the middle of 1986, the installed base will have
increased to about 2,500 (compared with about 500
in mid-1984). The majority of these machineswill be
installed primarily to work in conjunction with ICI s
various mainframe, viewdata and office systems. As
pricesfall further and functionality increases a ratio
of one machinefor every twoor oneof ICI s 20,000
plus office staff is likely to be achieved.

The use of business microcomputers as multifunction devices conforms very closely to the overall
model envisaged four or five years ago: corporate
mainframe resources (software and data) available

via a network to terminals out in the business. That

type of accessis available today. The only significant
variation from the original model is that two networks
are used
an SNA network and an open systems
X.25 network.

So far, the microcomputer-mainframe links in ICI
have nothad a significant impact on the mainframe

workload. But Colin Davies predicts that therewill be

a big impact on corporate network requirements.
Downloading data and files from mainframes to
microcomputerswill require the networks to handle
a type of traffic for which, probably, they were not
designed. The requirement will be for intensive short
bursts of transmission where lot of data is trans-

mitted in a short time.

But there is one major element of the overall scheme

which is still missing. Business microcomputerswill

require more accessto local(thatis, regional or divisional) computing resources and data than to corporate resources. ICI is still considering how best to
provide for these local networking requirements.
For example, Colin Davies does not believe there will
be a significant need for multi-user microcomputers
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or for linking microcomputers directly together via
various micronets. All of ICI s main sites will have
general-purpose local networks containing a range
of facilities, including nodes of an integrated office
system. Most micros will communicate via these
networks.
ICI believes that its policy for managing the introduction of business microcomputerswill allow large numbers of machinesto beinstalled in a carefully coordinated manner. Far from being a threat to services,
the business microcomputer is beginning to enhance
the standing of the managementservices function
a sign that it is of real benefit to the business.

MOBIL OIL FRANCAISE
Mobil Oil Francaise is the French subsidiary of Mobil
Oil, which has its headquarters in New York. Mobil s
policy for microcomputers in France has been developed in line with overall corporate policies, taking
into account the need to exchange information in a
machine readable form.
Marcel Mizrahi, Directeur Informatique, told us that
there were two main aims in formulating the policy:
To preventisolated pockets of microcomputers appearing in the business in an uncoordinated way.
To prevent end users become programmers.

At the end of 1981 Mobil Oil Frangaise specified a
standard hardware and software environment for
business microcomputers (Apples plus VisiCalc). This
standard conformed with Mobil s international standards for exchanging financial information on floppy
discs.

To acquire a microcomputer, users have to present
a justification for installing the machine, which has
to be endorsed by the systems consulting group. This
group is able to veto the user s request and recommendthat the need is best metby an alternative form
of information technology. All microcomputers are
purchased centrally (discounts have been negotiated), and the costs are not recharged to the user
department.

When we spoke with M. Mizrahi, 40 Apples had
been installed, together with a couple of IBM PCs.
Typically, once a microcomputer has been installed,
users find additional ways in which to useit. As a
consequence, they often run out of capacity within
three to six months, and memory upgrades(or even
a second machine) are then required. The cost of any
upgradesalso hasto bejustified by users in the same
wayas the original acquisition.

Applications are developed either by users them-
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selves (using VisiCalc) after two daysinitial training,
or by professional systems staff, who developapplications in Basic. No other type of application generator tool is used. Mobil Oil Francaise has also installed 140 Wang OIS work stations, and Apple-Wang
links have been constructed so that graphics and text
can be mixed.
Mobil s data processing staff in France often use
microcomputers for building prototypes of new mainframe applications. The main purposeof these prototypes is to help users clarify their requirements.
Mobil Oil Fran¢aise is now under pressure to adopt
the corporate standard for business microcomputing
the IBM PC. M. Mizrahi told us he was reluctant
to do this because of the existing investment (skills
as well as hardware) that Mobil Oil Francaise now has
in Apple equipment. He believes that the Appleswill
suffice for a couple of years yet, but after that he can
envisage the Apples being sold off to employees.
Nevertheless, a few IBM PCswill be installed to provide gateways to Mobil s international IBM network.
In the medium-term future, M. Mizrahi believes that
the Wang systems (including Wang personal computers) will be used for office automation in Mobil
Oil Francaise, with IBM 3270 PCs being used for
computer-related applications. In the longer term he
can envisage an IBM-only environment, but adds that
the products to allow this to happen have notyet
been announced .

AHOLD NV
Ahold s main business activities are in supermarketing retail chains (Albert Heijn, Etos, Alberto and Miro
in the Netherlands; Bi-Lo and Giantfood Pennsylvania in the United States), road-side restaurants,
camping grounds and manufacturing packaged consumer goods and related consumer goods. Organisationally, the operating companies are fairly autonomous and decentralised. Ahold does not regard
itself as pioneer users of information technology, but
Mr. Van Marion, General Manager Data Processing,
told us about his concern that the business is making insufficient use of business microcomputers. His
fear is that, unless his departmenttakesthe initiative,
Ahold is in danger of being left behind as its competitors find ways of using business microcomputers
for competitive advantage.
Ahold s policy for introducing business microcomputers is therefore based on installing a certain number of microcomputers in a given period. The aim is
to install 35 microcomputers before the end of 1984,
and the manager charged with doing this has been
placed on an incentive scheme to ensure that it
happens.
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So far, there has been verylittle demand from within
the company for business microcomputers because
of the fast-moving nature of the food retailing business
where managers and professionals need to
access mainstream data. Mr. Van Marion is determined to create the demand. To dothis, the data
processing departmentwill be identifying the professional workers who can probably benefit from using
a business microcomputer. Likely candidates are in
the legal department, property department, personnel department, etc. All microcomputers will be purchased centrally by the data processing department,
but the costwill be rechargedto the user department.
The data processing departmentwill also charge for
any support requested by the user. According to Mr.
Van Marion, there will be
one or two people in the
support unit, which will be part of the decision support section. This section also has responsibility for
office automation andin-house timesharing in Ahold.
The intention is to allow users to implement and run
their own microcomputer applications with the minimum of interference from the data processing department. There will also be fairly wide range of permissible hardware. Microcomputerswill be classified
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in one of three ways:
White : on Ahold s approvedlist.

Grey : can beinstalled if a good case is madefor
doing so.
Black : on Ahold s forbidden list.

In reality the white list is likely to be confined to
Texas Instruments personal computers and IBM PCs,
with the preferred operating system being MS-DOS
or Unix. The reasons for Texas Instrumentsbeing on
the white list include the fact that several Texas
Instruments minicomputers are in use at Ahold
already.
In addition to installing business microcomputers for
discretionary use by professionals and managers,
Ahold will also be installing at least one microcomputer in each supermarket. These machineswill not
be used for personal computing; theywill be used for
standard, replicated applications developed by data
processing staff for the use of the supermarket
managers(primarily in support of managementactivities within the stores).
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THE BUTLER COX FOUNDATION

Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Butler Cox is an independent management consultancy and
research organisation, specialising in the application of information technology within commerce, government and
industry. The companyoffers a wide range of services both

to suppliers and users of this technology. The Butler Cox
Foundationis a service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of
subscribing members.
Objectives of The Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundationsets out to study on behalf of subscribing membersthe opportunities and possible threats arising from developments in the field of information systems.
The Foundation notonly provides access to an extensive and
coherent programmeof continuousresearch, it also provides
an opportunity for widespread exchangeof experience and
views between its members.

Membership of The Foundation

The majority of organisations participating in the Butler Cox
Foundation are large organisations seeking to exploit to the
full the most recent developmentsin information systems technology. An important minority of the membership is formed
by suppliers of the technology. The membership is international with participants from Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom
and elsewhere.

The Foundation research programme

The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler Cox and
by the member organisations. Half of the research topics are
selected by Butler Cox and half by preferences expressed by
the membership. Each year a shortlist of topicsis circulated
for consideration by the members. Member organisations
tank the topics accordingto their own requirements and as a
result of this process, members preferences are determined.
Before each research project starts there is a further
opportunity for membersto influence the direction of the
research. A detailed description of the project defining its
scope andthe issues to be addressedis sentto all members
for comment.
The report series
The Foundation publishes six reports each year. The reports
are intended to be read primarily by senior and middle managers who are concerned with the planningof information
systems. They are, however, written in a style that makes
them suitable to be read both byline managersand functional
managers.The reports concentrate on defining key managementissues and on offering advice and guidance on how and

when to addressthoseissues.
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Additional report copies
Normally membersreceive three copies of each report as
itis published. Additional copies of this or any previous

report (except those that have been superseded) may be

purchased from Butler Cox.
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